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1 Introduction

Behavioral responses to taxation are of central interest in modern public finance. Indeed, the optimal size of

the public sector and progressivity of the tax system depend crucially on the compensated elasticity of labor

supply. Feldstein (1995, 1999) argues that, under certain conditions, the elasticity of taxable income (ETI)

is a sufficient statistic for efficiency of the tax system. Of course, labor supply responses to public policy

are also of great interest to labor economists, who have also devoted decades of attention to understanding

the causes and consequences of these decisions.1 The Affordable Care Act (ACA), the largest new tax and

transfer program in the United States since the Great Society, created a variety of incentives, many of which

operate through the tax code, that could lead to changes in how much people work and earn. Estimating

the degree to which income and work respond to those incentives is necessary to understanding how the

programs that give rise to them affect the wellbeing of their participants. In this paper, we quantify the

behavioral response to a specific unintended feature of the ACA that provides an incentive for certain workers

to increase their earnings.

The ACA provides tax credits to subsidize the purchase of private health insurance for households with

income between 100 percent and 400 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL). This form of subsidy

was designed to overlap with newly increased Medicaid eligibility income limits, which the law originally

raised to 138 percent FPL nationwide. Following the Supreme Court’s ruling in National Federation of

Independent Business v. Sebelius, which made the expansion of Medicaid eligibility optional for states, many

states declined to expand eligibility for Medicaid as the law originally required. As a result, some groups

of taxpayers in those states remain subject to Medicaid income limits far below the FPL or are ineligible

regardless of income. This created a region of the income distribution in which those taxpayers have access

to neither Medicaid nor the tax credit subsidy for private health insurance, leaving them with a very strong

incentive to increase their earnings to obtain subsidized health insurance. The unintended introduction of

this gap in subsidized coverage provides a unique opportunity to evaluate how people respond to health

insurance subsidies that operate through the tax code.

We investigate the effect of the premium tax credit on taxable income using the universe of Internal

Revenue Service (IRS) Form 1040 tax returns. In states that did not expand Medicaid eligibility, the

premium tax credit creates a large upward notch in taxpayers’ post-tax budget constraints at the FPL. If

taxpayers relocate to that notch in order to obtain the premium tax credit, we should observe excess mass

in the income distribution at the FPL, which we can use to estimate the ETI via a bunching estimator.

Visual inspection of our data reveals that some groups of taxpayers do appear to exhibit bunching

1See handbook chapters by Killingsworth and Heckman (1986), Pencavel (1986), and Blundell and MaCurdy (1999) for
extensive, focused reviews of research on labor supply.
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behavior that leads to excess mass in the distribution of income around the premium tax credit eligibility

threshold. This behavior is limited to filers with self-employment income, consistent with Saez (2010). These

filers likely have greater flexibility to adjust their earnings in response to new tax incentives. In particular,

bunching is most pronounced among single filers without children, the group with the most limited set of

subsidized health insurance options before the ACA, and is also consistently evident among married filers

with two or three children.

However, visual inspection also reveals other tax-induced bunching at nearby points in the income dis-

tribution. This poses challenges for standard bunching approaches that identify excess mass by comparing

the empirical income distribution with a cross-sectionally estimated counterfactual distribution. To over-

come these challenges, we develop a new, longitudinal approach to estimating counterfactual distributions.

Our estimator prevents longstanding features of the tax code from distorting our estimates and does not

require any assumptions about the functional form of the counterfactual income distribution. Although the

data requirements are intense, we believe that incorporating prior years’ distributional information from the

same locations into the generation of counterfactual distributions and the development of an approach that

remains practical in the presence of other distortions in the income distribution represent useful method-

ological advances. In particular, our method is likely to be useful in other settings with true panel variation

in tax policy (e.g. taxes set within municipalities, such as most property taxes in the United States). More-

over, Blomquist and Newey (2017) show in recent work that previous estimates of the ETI are identified

off of assumptions about the functional form of the counterfactual income distribution. To the best of our

knowledge, this paper provides the only estimates of the ETI using US data that are not subject to that

critique.

Ultimately, the ETIs we estimate range from about 0.4 to 1.0 in our preferred specification. We find

no evidence that the existence of the notch we consider changes the share of filers who report positive

self-employment income, suggesting that our estimates likely represent an intensive margin response. Our

estimates are similar in magnitude to those reported by Saez based on analysis of the first kink in the Earned

Income Tax Credit (EITC) schedule, despite substantial differences between the policy and methodological

details of our two settings.

One challenge to computing ETIs is that the subsidy is tied to purchase of health insurance, rather

than provided as a cash transfer. The cash value of the transfer is relatively straightforward to compute:

subsidies are the difference between the premiums of a reference insurance plan and an expected household

contribution.2 In order to obtain the transfer, however, consumers must purchase health insurance belonging

2The reference insurance plan is always the second-lowest cost Silver plan available to consumers on the health exchange.
At the FPL, the PTC caps expenditure on the premium of the reference plan to two percent of income (around 240 dollars
annually for a single adult), gradually growing to 10.5 percent of income before being phased out at 400 percent of FPL.
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to one of the metal tiers on the exchanges.3 Because the subsidy functions in part as an in-kind transfer of

health insurance and in part as a cash transfer, this introduces uncertainty into how to measure the value of

the credit. While we reserve a long discussion of these issues for Section 5.1, we believe that the best way to

interpret our estimates of the ETI is as a lower bound for the true structural elasticity. Despite our concerns

with this computation, none of these affect our identification of bunching in the income distribution.

We next link tax data for self-employed filers to their American Community Survey (ACS) responses

regarding employment, hours worked, and weeks worked to further investigate whether the bunching behavior

we observe reflects a true change in labor supply, or simply a change in reported income. We believe this

represents an important contribution of our paper, as we are aware of no other bunching study that moves

beyond estimating the ETI to consider direct measures of labor supply other than those based on the presence

or absence of labor income. Grouping people according to their income in 2013, the final year before the

introduction of the premium tax credits, we look for increases in measures of labor supply among those who

would have fallen into the coverage gap in 2014-15 had their income not changed. We find no evidence of

such a response, suggesting that the bunching we observe is unlikely to reflect a true change in labor supply.

Similarly, we find no visual evidence of changes in labor market outcomes for wage and salary workers (i.e.

those who have no self-employment income and do not exhibit bunching), despite changes in health insurance

coverage.

A great deal of research, summarized by Currie and Madrian (1999) and Gruber (2000), considered

the question of how public health insurance affects labor market outcomes, but conclusions differ across

outcomes and studies. More recently, Dague et al. (2014) and Garthwaite et al. (2014) consider pre-ACA

changes in Medicaid coverage for non-disabled childless adults and find substantial effects on employment

outcomes. However, in their broader study of the Oregon Health Insurance Experiment, Finkelstein et al.

(2012) find little effect on employment after one year. Studies of the ACA itself have tended not to find

significant effects on labor market outcomes (e.g. Gooptu et al., 2016; Kaestner et al., 2016; Levy et al.,

2016; Moriya et al., 2016), with the possible exception of involuntary part-time work (Dillender et al., 2016;

Even and Macpherson, 2015). We focus on a different labor market incentive created by the ACA than

previous studies, which have tended to consider the consequences of broader eligibility for Medicaid or the

law’s employer mandate. Major changes associated with those components of the law could plausibly lead to

reductions in labor supply or labor demand.4 Despite this difference, we again see little evidence of changes

in labor market outcomes.

3Plans in the “catastrophic coverage” category do not qualify for the PTC.
4In the case of Medicaid, the income effect associated with receiving health insurance through the program could lead to a

reduction in labor supply. The employer mandate increases the cost of full-time employees for firms of a certain size by requiring
the provision of health insurance, possibly reducing labor demand.
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A broader set of studies have examined the behavioral responses to nonlinearities in tax liability more

generally. The most closely related paper is the study of the Danish tax scheme for foreigners by Kleven

et al. (2013). They study a time-limited preferential tax scheme for high-income foreign workers and find

substantial migration elasticities, but relatively small intensive earnings elasticities. Similarly, we study an

upward notch in the post-tax income schedule, but find large elasticities of taxable income on the intensive

margin. Kleven et al. (2013) conclude that the small intensive response indicates little adjustment in work

effort or tax avoidance. On the contrary, we find little change in labor supply relative to the changes in

income in response to the tax notch.5

The distinction between elasticities of labor supply and taxable income is an important one for analysis

of this policy. Lockwood (2016) argues that the sufficient statistics approach of Feldstein (1999) requires

correcting for changes in tax revenue in a setting with tax notches.6 Our results indicate that the welfare

computations using only taxable income may overestimate the distortionary effects of the policy; even self-

employed workers (those who bunch) seem not to be reducing leisure while increasing their taxable income.

A few previous studies have considered the possibility that taxpayers may adjust their income in response

to incentives created by health insurance subsidies provided to people with low to moderate income through

the tax code. Finkelstein et al. (2017) and Gallagher et al. (2017) look for evidence of bunching in the income

distribution as a preliminary matter before conducting regression discontinuity analyses of insurance take-

up and home payment delinquency, respectively, and find no evidence that taxpayers are able to precisely

manipulate their income. However, changes in the dollar value of the subsidy associated with crossing the

thresholds Finkelstein et al. consider are substantially smaller than the the dollar value of becoming eligible

for the premium tax credit. Also, even the larger American Community Survey (ACS) sample Gallagher

et al. use may be too small to detect bunching that is concentrated in smaller groups of taxpayers. In a

paper more directly related to ours, Heim et al. (2017) estimate the ETI in response to the notch induced

by the fact that the value of premium tax credit falls to zero at 400 percent FPL. However, unlike the notch

we consider, the 400 percent FPL notch creates an incentive for taxpayers to reduce their income in order

to access the subsidy. We are aware of no prior work that finds evidence of upward income adjustment in

response to tax incentives.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses the details of the Affordable Care Act that

5We focus on graphical evidence in this paper. We report regression discontinuity results using the preceding year’s taxable
income to proxy for the estimated income which determines eligibility for the premium tax credits. These estimates likely suffer
from attenuation bias despite the fact that previous year’s income is used as a baseline for estimating income by the health care
exchanges when applying.

6This result stems from the fact that notches have first-order effects on revenue, while kinks do not. The Congressional
Budget Office (2016) estimates subsidies from the federal government to people who procure health insurance on the non-group
market (which includes the policy we study) amounts to around $900 billion, or approximately 10 percent of the total net
federal health insurance subsidy over the years 2017-2026.
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are relevant to our analysis. Section 3 describes our data and provides some graphical analysis. Section 4

details our methodology. Section 5 discusses our results, and Section 6 concludes.

2 Background

As originally enacted, the ACA created a comprehensive system for providing subsidized health insurance to

people with income at or below 400 percent of the federal poverty level (FPL). The law required all states

to expand eligibility for their Medicaid programs to include all adults with incomes up to 138 percent FPL,

with the federal government covering the vast majority of the cost of the expansion.7

The law also created marketplaces (sometimes called “exchanges”) on which private insurers could sell

policies to individuals who wished to purchase their own health insurance. Individuals with income between

100 percent and 400 percent FPL who did not have access to another affordable form of health insurance

and chose to purchase health insurance on these exchanges would be eligible for refundable, advanceable

“premium tax credits” designed to limit the cost of obtaining a baseline level of coverage.8 That baseline

level of coverage is referred to as a silver plan, which covers ten essential health benefits and has an actuarial

value of 70 percent.9 The value of the tax credit adjusts based on household income and area of residence

to limit the cost of the premium for the second-least expensive silver plan available to a given customer.

Those with income at or just above the FPL pay a premium equal to 2.0 percent of household income. That

percentage increases with income, reaching about 9.5 percent for those at 400 percent FPL. The value of the

tax credit cannot exceed the cost of the plan it is used to purchase. Between Medicaid and the premium tax

credits, the ACA made subsidized health insurance available at all levels of income up to 400 percent FPL.

In 2012, however, the Supreme Court’s ruling in National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius

altered this system before it went into effect. The court held that the provisions of the ACA that required

states to expand eligibility for their Medicaid programs (under threat of the loss of all federal Medicaid

funding if they did not) were unduly coercive and therefore unconstitutional. As a result, states were instead

left with the option of expanding Medicaid eligibility, with the federal government bearing the cost of the

expansion as the law originally required. Figure 1 shows which states exercised that option. As of the

beginning of 2017, 31 states and the District of Columbia have expanded Medicaid eligibility. In 24 of those

7The increases the Medicaid eligibility threshold to 133 percent FPL, but it includes a five percent earnings disregard,
bringing eligibility to 138 percent FPL. The federal government paid 100 percent of the cost of this expansion for the first three
years. That rate is scheduled to gradually decline to 90 percent in 2020.

8Individuals who have access to affordable employer-sponsored insurance or who are eligible for coverage through another
government program such as Medicare, Medicaid, TRICARE, or CHIP are not eligible for the premium tax credit. In 2014, an
employer-sponsored plan was considered affordable if the employee’s share of the premium for minimally acceptable self-only
coverage does not exceed approximately 9.5 percent of household income (9.56 percent in 2015).

9For individuals with income between 100 percent and 250 percent FPL who purchase a silver plan, an additional Cost
Sharing Reduction (CSR) subsidy is provided to limit out-of-pocket expenditures, effectively improving the actuarial value of
the plan.
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states and DC, the expansion took effect on January 1, 2014. The other seven expanded eligibility between

April 1, 2014 (Michigan) and July 1, 2016 (Louisiana). The remaining 19 states had not yet expanded

Medicaid eligibility as of May 2017.

Since most states had Medicaid income eligibility cutoffs below 100 percent FPL for at least some groups

prior to the ACA, those that decided not to expand Medicaid eligibility created regions of the income

distribution between their eligibility cutoffs and the FPL in which people could not receive subsidized health

insurance. People with income below the FPL are not eligible for premium tax credits because Medicaid

coverage at that level of income was designed to be universal. This has become known as the “Medicaid

gap” or “coverage gap.”10 Figure 2 illustrates this gap in stylized terms. To date, no steps have been taken

to close it.

This unforseen combination of the Supreme Court striking down the requirement that Medicaid expan-

sion be universal and political gridlock preventing Congress from adjusting the law in response created an

unusually strong incentive for people with pre-tax income just below 100 percent FPL to reach that thresh-

old, as illustrated in Figure 3. A single, non-disabled adult with no children living in a state that had not

expanded eligibility for its Medicaid program and earning $11,400 in 2014 had income just under 99 percent

FPL and was ineligible for both Medicaid and the premium tax credit. If that person earned an additional

$270 and reached 100 percent FPL, she would have become eligible for a tax credit worth nearly $3,000 on

average, increasing her after-tax income by more than 25 percent through only a small change in her pre-tax

income.

Figure 4 provides a simple illustration of how the discrete increase in post-tax income that the premium

tax credit provides could lead to excess mass in the distribution of income at the eligibility threshold.

Suppose consumers’ utility is increasing in consumption and decreasing in work effort (through which they

earn pre-tax income). They choose consumption and effort to maximize utility subject to their post-tax

budget constraint. In the absence of the premium tax credit, a consumer with indifference curve Ub,0 would

choose effort level zb,0. However, after the introduction of the premium tax credit, that consumer can move

up to indifference curve Ub,1, which is now feasible thanks to the upward notch that the tax credit creates in

the budget constraint. To reach Ub,1, the consumer chooses effort level zb,1, the level at which pre-tax income

coincides with the premium tax credit eligibility threshold. Another consumer with indifference curve Ua,0

may also choose effort level zb,1 in the presence of the premium tax credit. However, choosing that level of

effort does not give this consumer increased utility relative to the situation that would obtain in the absence

of the premium tax credit. The indifference curve Ua,0 is tangent to the budget constraint below the notch

10Wisconsin has not expanded Medicaid eligibility under the ACA, but its income eligibility limit is equal to 100 percent
FPL. Therefore, there is no coverage gap in Wisconsin, and we exclude it from all of our analysis.
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and intersects the budget constraint at the notch, leaving the consumer indifferent between effort levels za,0

and zb,1. This indifference curve represents a marginal buncher.

A growing literature uses excess mass near changes in key tax parameters to assess the impact of those

changes on outcomes of interest (e.g. Saez, 2010; Chetty et al., 2011; Kleven and Waseem, 2013; Hungerman

and Ottoni-Wilhelm, 2016; Gelber et al., 2017). Given the potential for the premium tax credit to induce

bunching at the eligibility threshold, we will investigate the extent to which excess mass is in fact observed in

the income distribution near that threshold and use that mass to estimate the elasticity of reported income

with respect to the subsidy the credit provides. The data requirements of this type of analysis are intense;

even in relatively large surveys, it is often difficult to discern bunching behavior from sampling variation.

Fortunately, we are able to analyze the universe of IRS Form 1040 tax returns for the years surrounding the

introduction of the premium tax credit. We are also able to link individual tax return data to responses to

the ACS to obtain measures of labor supply, allowing us to analyze the labor market effects of the tax credit

directly. We next describe our data and provide some graphical analysis that informs the methodological

choices laid out in the following section.

3 Data

Our bunching analysis utilizes the universe of Form 1040 tax returns from tax years 2000-2015 as provided

by the IRS to the Census Bureau’s Center for Administrative Records Research and Applications. These

data are ideal for this analysis for two major reasons. First, the data include all returns filed in those years,

eliminating concerns about sampling error and making it easier to identify bunching behavior. Second,

the income concept that is relevant to eligibility for the premium tax credit, modified adjusted gross income

(MAGI) relative to the FPL, is based on income that is reported on Form 1040. MAGI is the sum of adjusted

gross income, non-taxable social security benefits, tax-exempt interest income, and excluded foreign income.

Our data include all of these components except excluded foreign income. Fewer than 500,000 taxpayers

reported excluded foreign income in 2014, and our analysis includes only returns filed from US addresses,

so our measure should match MAGI for virtually all taxpayers in our sample. We can also determine the

number of people in each tax unit using information on Form 1040, allowing us to assign an FPL value to

each return and construct MAGI relative to the FPL. We infer the number of adults in each tax unit from

the filing status listed on the return (one for single or head of household, two for married) and the number of

children from the number of exemptions claimed for children at or away from home.11 In order to simplify

11There are some limitations to this approach. For instance, the FPL is officially determined according to household size,
not tax unit size. As a consequence, we may assign incorrect FPL values to households that contain multiple tax units. We
believe, however, that this is the best available approach, and visual inspection of the resulting distribution of income relative
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calculations of subsidy values, we exclude returns on which exemptions for adult dependents, EITC-eligible

children other than one’s own children, or other exemptions are claimed.12

We also obtain information on state of residence and the presence of self-employment income from the

1040s. State of residence is necessary in order to identify which taxpayers were exposed to the coverage

gap. Self-employment income is relevant because previous work on bunching around the kinks in the EITC

schedule (Saez, 2010) indicates that only the self-employed exhibit bunching behavior. Our data does not

contain the amount of self-employment income reported on each return, but it does contain a flag that

indicates whether the form used to report self-employment income (Schedule SE of Form 1040) was filed.

This is sufficient for our purposes, as the presence of self-employment income is enough to identify filers who

are more likely to respond, and the dollar amount of self-employment income is not relevant to the policies

in question. Just under 13 percent of returns reported self-employment income in 2014-15.

When our analysis requires survey-based measures of labor market activity, we link tax records to re-

stricted ACS data at the individual level using Protected Identification Keys (PIKs), unique individual

identifiers assigned by the Center for Administrative Records Research and Applications (CARRA)’s Person

Identification Validation System (PVS). This system assigns PIKs to both survey and administrative records

based on personally identifiable information like social security numbers, date of birth, place of birth, name,

and address. The ACS provides measures of labor supply that are unavailable in the tax data. For example,

respondents provide the number of hours they usually work per week and the number of weeks they worked

in the last year, as well as their employment status at the time of the survey. We also obtain information

on age, race, sex, and education from the ACS for use as controls in our regression analyses.

3.1 Graphical Analysis of the Tax Data

Before we discuss the approach we take to our empirical analysis, we begin by inspecting the tax data

visually to assess the extent to which taxpayers exhibit bunching behavior in response to the introduction of

the coverage gap in non-expansion states, as the degree of bunching influences our methodological choices.

We plot the distribution of returns over income relative to the FPL, which determines eligibility for the

premium tax credit. Because the FPL depends on family size, we group returns according to filing status

and number of children, and we analyze each family structure separately. This ensures that each figure is

based on filers located in the same region of the absolute income distribution (i.e. the distribution reported

in dollars, not relative to the poverty level) and income bins correspond to fixed dollar values, although those

to poverty suggests that mis-assigned FPL values are likely not a major problem.
12It is unclear, and impossible to determine, whether the individuals these exemptions represent would be eligible for coverage

under marketplace plans purchased by their households and therefore contribute to the value of the premium tax credit by
figuring into the cost of the plan in addition to determining household size.
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values and the relevant region of the absolute income distribution vary across figures.

We first consider filers who report self-employment income, as the literature on bunching around kinks

in the EITC schedule suggests that their reported income is most likely to be sensitive to changes in tax

incentives like the one we consider. For each year from 2013 to 2015, Figure 5 shows the share of returns

in each income bin between 50 percent and 150 percent FPL for single filers without children who report

self-employment income, by Medicaid expansion status of their states of residence. All years of data for both

expansion and non-expansion states show a substantial amount of bunching around 85-90 percent FPL. For

these taxpayers, bunching in these regions corresponds to the points in the raw income distribution at which

a taxpayer claiming the standard deduction and the personal exemptions to which they are entitled reach

positive federal income tax liability. The distribution of returns is fairly smooth around the FPL, which lies

in between these two regions, in 2012 (and in previous years, which are not shown in the figure for the sake

of simplicity). In 2013, the distribution again largely resembles the 2012 distribution, with a small amount

of additional mass observed in the vicinity of the soon-to-take-effect premium tax credit eligibility threshold

relative to 2012. Although the premium tax credit was not available in 2013, individuals filed their 2013

taxes in early 2014, and publicity surrounding the ACA, health insurance marketplaces, and the premium

tax credit could have influenced how some people prepared their returns. This phenomenon could also have

spilled over onto the 97 percent FPL bin, which contains $11,000 in 2013 and also sees additional mass that

year relative to 2012.13

In 2014, the first year in which this population was exposed to the coverage gap, a clear pattern of

bunching near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold emerges in non-expansion states. The bunching

remains evident in 2015. No similar pattern of bunching emerges in states that expanded Medicaid imme-

diately, where no coverage gap exists. This comparison between expansion and non-expansion states makes

clear that at least some taxpayers began bunching near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold at the

time when and in the places where it was relevant to policy.

Critically, we are aware of no other contemporaneous policy changes that could give rise to this pattern

of bunching. The generosity of other major transfer programs generally does not change sharply near the

premium tax credit eligibility threshold.The gross income eligibility cutoff for the Supplemental Nutrition

Assistance Program (SNAP) is 130 percent FPL. Similarly, the free lunch component of the National School

Lunch Program phases out at 130 percent FPL, while the reduced-price component goes up to 185 percent

FPL, as does eligibility for the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children

(WIC). Changes to the slope of the EITC and Child Tax Credit (CTC) schedules do not coincide with the

13Bunching at round numbers is a phenomenon commonly observed in both survey and administrative data (e.g. Dominitz
and Manski, 1996; Kleven and Waseem, 2013; Hungerman and Ottoni-Wilhelm, 2016). In the years shown in Figure 5, $11,000
falls in the 99 percent (2012), 97 percent (2013), 95 percent (2014) and 94 percent (2015) FPL bins.
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FPL. Moreover, these programs are all administered federally, so if they did induce bunching in this region

of the income distribution, one would expect to find it in both Medicaid expansion and non-expansion states.

Eligibility for Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) is determined at the state level, but income

limits are typically well below the FPL. The Supplemental Security Income (SSI) income limit is also below

the FPL. Section 8 housing income thresholds are based on local median incomes, and in some cases, some

thresholds coincide with the FPL, but the number of people affected by these is small relative to the other

programs mentioned here, and these areas can be found in both expansion and non-expansion states, so we

would not expect them to induce bunching only where Medicaid eligibility has not been expanded.

Exactly which taxpayers exhibit bunching behavior remains in question. Figure 6 indicates that the

bunching phenomenon is not limited to single filers; married filers without children who report self-employment

income also appear to bunch near the FPL in non-expansion states, and it again emerges when the premium

tax credit becomes available. Figure 7, which shows distributions of returns by number of children for

self-employed single and married filers in 2015, also suggests that bunching likely occurs among some filers

with children, particularly married filers. Figure 8, however, shows that the bunching phenomenon is not

universal. Single and married filers with no children who live in non-expansion states and do not report

self-employment income (i.e. those who are subject to the coverage gap but who likely have less ability to

easily adjust their earnings) show no signs of movement toward the premium tax credit eligibility threshold

in 2014 and 2015.14 Indeed, visual inspection indicates there is essentially no bunching among taxpayers

who do not report self-employment income, regardless of family structure.15 Additional figures are available

upon request.

4 Methodology

Overall, visual inspection reveals that some groups of taxpayers with self-employment income do appear to

respond to the notch in after-tax income created by states that did not expand Medicaid under the ACA by

bunching near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold. Taxpayers who are not self-employed, however,

exhibit no such response. As a result, we will focus our bunching analysis on workers with self-employment

income.

A growing literature infers the magnitude of behavioral responses to changes in the tax code from the

14The single points of excess mass visible in Figure 8 for single filers just above the FPL correspond to the the bin containing
$12,000 (i.e. $1,000 per month) in each year. A small increase in mass is visible for married filers in the 100 percent FPL bin
in 2015; that bin contains $16,000 that year.

15One might wonder whether the introduction of the coverage gap induces taxpayers to change self-employment categories,
for example by beginning to earn self-employment income when faced with the need to reach the premium tax credit eligibility
threshold. Though not reported here, we considered this possibility using a variety of measures and specifications, and we find
no evidence that exposure to the coverage gap affects the share of people who report self-employment income on Form 1040.
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degree of bunching observed in regions of the distribution affected by changing policy parameters. This

type of analysis requires credible specification of the counterfactual distribution of income. While several

papers have laid out approaches that are well suited to the questions they study, we believe our setting

differs from those examined in the previous literature in ways that make implementation of those methods

difficult. Before proceeding to our analysis, we provide a brief description of a typical approach to estimating

behavioral responses to policy changes using bunching, lay out the details of our setting that we feel make

this approach ill-suited for the analysis we wish to perform, and describe the modified approach we employ

to overcome these challenges.

4.1 A Typical Approach to Bunching Analysis

We begin by describing a common approach to specifying counterfactual distributions in bunching analyses

employed in several recent papers. We focus on the strategy employed by Kleven and Waseem (2013) in

analyzing small tax notches in Pakistan, but others (e.g. Chetty et al., 2011; Hungerman and Ottoni-

Wilhelm, 2016) have used components of the same strategy to analyze tax kinks.16 These analyses typically

seek to estimate elasticities of the outcomes in question (e.g. taxable income) with respect to price, as varied

by some policy change, using cross-sectional distributions of those outcomes that exhibit bunching in regions

affected by changes in policy parameters. Of course, each region of the overall distribution is only observed

under the policy regime that actually applies to it. Determining the degree to which the distribution of

outcomes has been changed by some policy requires comparing the empirical distribution of outcomes to the

(unobserved) distribution that would have been realized in the absence of the policy in question.

In practice, an estimated counterfactual distribution stands in for the unobserved, true counterfactual

distribution in that comparison. The estimated counterfactual distribution is typically generated using a

regression analogous to

Mb =

p∑
i=0

β0
i · (Yb)

i +

R∑
j=−R

γ0j · 1[Yb = j] + ε0b (1)

where Mb gives the mass in bin b of outcome Y (i.e. the count or share of observations in that bin), the

summed β · Y terms are a polynomial of order p, and summed γ terms are coefficients on dummy variables

that indicate whether bin b is in the region [−R,R] in which excess mass due to bunching is expected.17

This excluded region is likely determined at least in part based on visual inspection, as bunching is often

16We focus on the tax notch approach because our setting is dominated by a discrete increase in after-tax income rather than
a change in marginal tax rates. Chetty et al. (2011) and Hungerman and Ottoni-Wilhelm (2016) also estimate counterfactual
distributions similarly to Kleven and Waseem (2013). Ultimately, all three estimate at least some elasticities similarly to Saez
(2010), an approach that was developed for analyzing tax kinks.

17If the outcome Y is such that bunching is common to a lesser extent at various non-policy relevant values throughout the
distribution (e.g. Y is income and some bunching is observed at round numbers like $5,000, $10,000, etc.), additional dummy
variables may be included in the regression to prevent bins containing irrelevant excess mass from influencing the estimation of
the counterfactual distribution.
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sharp on at least one end of the region. The value of the counterfactual distribution in each bin, then, is the

fitted value from this regression, excluding the influence of the γ coefficients, which represent the amount of

excess mass in the bin.

Additional adjustments may be made to this procedure as circumstances dictate. The counterfactual

distribution is then compared to the empirical distribution to identify the location and magnitude of excess

mass due to bunching, and that excess mass value is typically then converted into an elasticity. In the case

of Kleven and Waseem (2013), the elasticity is calculated by comparing the earnings response implied by

the excess mass in the bunching region to the change in implicit net-of-tax rate associated with the notch.

They also use the mass that remains in the region that is theoretically dominated by the bunching region to

produce elasticity estimates that are not attenuated by optimization frictions that prevent some taxpayers

from adjusting their income.

4.2 Challenges in this Setting

There are several challenges to utilizing the approach just described in our setting. First, this cross-sectional

approach is unidentified absent functional form assumptions on the counterfactual income distribution. In-

tuitively, the econometrician seeks to estimate two objects: the counterfactual income distribution, and the

curvature of households’ indifference curves (the ETI). The cross-sectional approach uses only one statistical

moment for identifying variation: the density of the empirical distribution at the kink. As Blomquist and

Newey (2017) demonstrates, this means that any empirical distribution is compatible with any ETI for some

counterfactual distribution.

Furthermore, as Figure 5 illustrates, groups of taxpayers who respond to the coverage gap by bunching

near the FPL also respond to other policy parameters by bunching at points in the income distribution near

the FPL. This other bunching is not close enough to our region of interest to render bunching estimation

impossible, but it is close enough to make it difficult to fit even a high-order polynomial through the cross-

sectional distribution. Cloyne et al. (2017) face a similar challenge in their analysis of the effect of home

prices on household borrowing. Although we could adapt the typical approach by including dummy variables

for bins in these other bunching regions, this would leave us with a counterfactual distribution based on only

a few of the 20 closest income bins in either direction from the premium tax credit eligibility cutoff, which

is conceptually unappealing. Moreover, if the income distribution is examined only in the cross section, as

is typical of past bunching analyses, it is not clear how one would identify which bins should have their

influence excluded from estimation of the polynomial due to their membership in one of the diffuse bunching

regions that exist in this part of the distribution. Finally, the presence of these other bunch points could
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play a role in taxpayers’ decisions about whether to adjust their income in order to gain eligibility for the

premium tax credit, so using a counterfactual distribution that ignores them may be improper even if it is

feasible.

Setting aside the difficulty of estimating a counterfactual distribution in the presence of other nearby

bunching for a moment, two other factors complicate our setting. First, premium tax credits are refundable

and advanceable, because they must be available for people to use to pay for health insurance throughout

the year. As such, eligibility for the tax credits is based on projected income rather than actual income.

For people with stable employment situations, accurate projections are relatively easy to make. Unexpected

deviations from projected income, however, could lead some people who received premium tax credits to end

up reporting income somewhat below the eligibility threshold at the end of the year.18 This could be one

cause of the somewhat diffuse bunching we observe around the FPL. The fact that bunching is not sharp

makes it difficult to visually identify precise boundaries for the bunching region.19 The ambiguity of these

boundaries also complicates both the Saez (2010) approach to estimating elasticities using the average of

the density above and below the bunching region and the estimation of the counterfactual distribution via

high-order polynomial.

Finally, we consider a large, “upward” notch; the incentive it creates is for people in a certain region

of the distribution to increase their income.20 For our analytical purposes, the fact that ours is an upward

notch is important because its existence does not create a dominated region of the distribution. Very strong

disutility from work, for example, could rationalize remaining just below the eligibility threshold, even as

doing so means foregoing a substantial increase in after-tax income. This complicates analyses based on the

amount of “missing mass” in regions bunchers likely moved from, including the production of frictionless

elasticity estimates in the style of Kleven and Waseem (2013). The magnitude of the subsidy we consider

also calls into question the production of elasticity estimates based on strategies developed for analysis of

tax kinks (or small notches) around which the income effects are negligible, especially when they explicitly

assume no income effect. Here, the income effect of the notch is the dominant consideration.

18People facing this circumstance are not required to repay money they received through the tax credit over the course of the
year. People who earn more than expected may be required to repay a portion of their subsidy, but the repayment amount is
capped at $300 for single filers and $600 for married filers as long as actual income remains below 200 percent FPL. It is unclear
from the legislation whether this “clawback” provision may even be applied to those below the FPL or is being enforced.

19This problem is reminiscent of choosing the appropriate bandwidth for a regression discontinuity design. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no similar guidance for choosing optimal bunching regions as there is optimal bandwidths.

20This differs from the “downward” notch Kleven and Waseem consider, which discourages people from earning more by
discretely increasing their tax liability.
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4.3 A Longitudinal Approach to Estimating the Counterfactual Distribution

We address the challenges to estimating counterfactual distributions described in the previous section by

switching from cross-sectional to longitudinal analysis. Instead of estimating counterfactual distributions by

fitting high-order polynomials across the distribution of income within single years of data, we analyze each

income bin individually over time.21 We aggregate the universe of IRS Form 1040 returns from 2000-2015 into

cells defined by year, state Medicaid expansion status, income relative to poverty in 1 percent increments,

filing status (single/married), number of children, and presence of self-employment income, retaining the

number of returns in each cell. We perform our analysis separately for groups defined by expansion status,

filing status, number of children, and presence of self-employment income. As mentioned above, this allows

us to avoid comparing different regions of the income distribution and to fix the size of income bins within

groups.

Because visual inspection (e.g. Figure 5) indicates that the income distribution in Medicaid expansion

states largely resembles the distribution in non-expansion states in the relevant region prior to 2014 and

expansion states do not exhibit bunching after 2014, we use a difference-in-differences regression to estimate

the share of returns that would have appeared in each income bin in 2014 and 2015 in the absence of the

coverage gap in non-expansion states.22 For each income bin within each group, the regression has the form

Ss,t =β0 + β1 (NonExps · Y 2014t) + β2 (NonExps · Y 2015t) + β3NonExps+

β4Y 2014t + β5Y 2015t + β6NonExps · Y eart + β7Exps · Y eart + εs,t

(2)

where Ss,t gives the share of tax returns within expansion status group s that appear in the bin at time t,

NonExps = 1 for the group of non-expansion states, Exps = 1 for the group of immediate expansion states,

Y 2014t and Y 2015t are equal to one in 2014 and 2015, respectively, Y eart is a linear time trend, and εs,t is

an error term. The coefficients β1 and β2 give the amount of excess mass in non-expansion states within the

bin in 2014 and 2015, respectively. We generate our counterfactual distribution by producing fitted values

from this regression that exclude the influence of β1 and β2.23 Figure 10 shows examples of counterfactual

distributions generated using this approach for one group in which we observe bunching around the FPL.

21Cloyne et al. (2017) also take advanatge of longitudinal data to deal with the close proximity of the interest rate notches
they consider to each other, using panel mortgage data to compare borrowers’ actual loan-to-value choices to those that would
have been realized if their loans had been passively rolled over.

22As a robustness check, we also generate counterfactual distributions using regressions that do not rely on comparing
expansion states to non-expansion states, instead identifying excess mass by comparing 2014 and 2015 to within-bin trends
using polynomials of various degrees. These approaches produce similar results.

23In order to ensure that the counterfactual distribution has the same total mass as the empirical distribution over the relevant
region, we calculate the difference between the total mass of each distribution between 50 and 150 percent FPL. We then add
that difference to the counterfactual distribution’s mass, distributed evenly across all income bins in that region. Finally, we
recalculate excess mass in the bunching region using this adjusted counterfactual distribution and use that figure to calculate
elasticities. We do not use the β1 and β2 coefficients from the regression to calculate elasticities.
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Conveniently, this approach to generating counterfactual distributions also provides a data-driven way

to identify the bunching region, despite its diffuse nature. We define the bunching region as the income bins

between 90 and 110 percent FPL in which the difference-in-difference estimate of excess mass (i.e. β1 for

2014 or β2 for 2015) is statistically significant at the ten percent level.24 We allow the bunching region to

differ across groups and across years. In order to make the bunching region continuous, we also include in

it gaps as large as three consecutive bins without statistically significant excess mass located between bins

with statistically significant excess mass.

We believe that our approach has some key advantages. The use of longitudinal comparisons to generate

counterfactual distributions brings more information to bear on the question of what the distribution of

income would have looked like in the absence of the notch than a standard cross-sectional approach would.

This additional information is worth utilizing even when other nearby distortions do not complicate cross-

sectional analysis, as it could help identify regions of the distribution vacated by bunchers and help generate

more plausible counterfactual distributions. Our approach also eliminates the need to make potentially

arbitrary, subjective decisions about what constitutes the bunching region based on visual evidence. This is

especially valuable in settings like ours in which bunching can be somewhat diffuse, but a similar approach

could also be applied to verify visual judgments in settings with more sharply defined bunching regions. Of

course, the data demands of this type of analysis are intense, and the elasticities it produces do not have the

same clearly-defined theoretical interpretation as those produced by other estimators. Nonetheless, it does

provide an option for analyzing bunching in response to newly introduced policies, especially in regions of

the income distribution that are crowded with other distortions.

With the bunching region identified, we estimate elasticities of taxable income with respect to the pre-

mium tax credit (e) for each group using the total excess mass in the region (B), the counterfactual distri-

bution’s mass in the region (C), the value of the premium tax credit at the FPL (S), and the amount of

post-tax income a household has at the FPL (FPL), adjusting for federal and state taxes and credits using

the National Bureau of Economic Research’s TAXSIM program (Feenberg and Coutts, 1993). Elasticities

are estimated according to e = (B/C)/(S/FPL). The values of the premium tax credit are assigned using

household size to determine the relevant FPL and the number of adults to determine how many people are

covered through the insurance purchased, since children are generally covered by CHIP or Medicaid at this

level of income and therefore not eligible for the credit.25 As Saez (2010) notes, these elasticities will be a mix

24We limit the bunching region to this area for two reasons. First, this is where the bunching appears to occur based on
visual inspection. Second, bunching outside of this region is more likely attributable to other policy parameters.

25The dollar values of the premium tax credit are obtained from the Kaiser Family Foundation’s online subsidy calculator for
2014 and 2015. We assume that all adults are 40 years old (the middle age for which premiums are published for all plans in
the federal marketplace, and roughly the median age in the United States) and no adults or children use tobacco, and we use
the national average of the subsidy value.
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of compensated and uncompensated elasticities because they are estimated using a large notch. We generate

standard errors by taking the standard deviation of 500 elasticity estimates derived from a bootstrap process

in which we randomly reallocate estimates of excess mass across bins before calculating the elasticities using

the original bunching region, which we hold fixed throughout.

5 Results

Informed by the graphical analysis above, we begin by presenting elasticities of taxable income based on our

bunching analysis for taxpayers with self-employment income. We then provide some suggestive evidence

to address the question of whether or not those elasticities reflect true changes in labor supply. Finally, we

discuss what can be said about labor market changes among wage and salary workers.

5.1 Bunching Estimates of the Elasticity of Taxable Income

Table 1 reports estimates of the excess mass and its implied percentage change and Table 2 reports estimates

of the elasticity of taxable income for taxpayers with self-employment income that are derived from the

approach described in Section 4.3. We report excess mass and elasticities for all family structure groups,

estimated separately for 2014 and 2015. We report excess mass separately from elasticities because it is

more directly identified by our empirical approach and does not rely on various modeling assumptions about

the value of tax credits. Table 3 and Table 4 report the same set of estimates for taxpayers who do not

have any self-employment income (whom we will also refer to as wage and salary workers). Where the

procedure described in Section 4.3 does not identify any statistically significant bunching, we use all income

bins between 95 percent and 105 percent FPL to estimate elasticities.

As expected based on our graphical analysis, we consistently identify bunching and estimate significant

elasticities only for groups of taxpayers who report self-employment income. No group of wage and salary

workers exhibits significant bunching in either 2014 or 2015. Among self-employed workers, filers without

children and married filers with two or three children exhibit significant bunching in both 2014 and 2015,

and they are similarly responsive to the premium tax credit; elasticities range from roughly 0.4 to 0.8 for

filers without children and from 0.8 to 1.0 for married filers with two or three children. Married filers with

one child or four or more children newly exhibit significant bunching in 2015 after not doing so in 2014. This

provides an early suggestion that taxpayers may become more aware of the existence of the coverage gap or

the availability of the premium tax credits over time.

In addition to quantifying the elasticities implied by the bunching we observe, it is also worth under-

standing the magnitude of the bunching response in terms of the number of returns involved. Across all
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groups that exhibited significant bunching in 2014, the excess mass we identify in their bunching regions

represents about 14,000 additional returns. For groups that exhibit bunching in 2015, that number rises to

about 26,000 returns. In both years, single filers without children account for more than two-thirds of the

returns we observe in excess of what is predicted by our counterfactual distributions. Given these numbers,

it seems plausible that the bunching we observe could have arisen organically, despite the fact that this seems

like a fairly sophisticated filing situation (self-employed filers precisely locating at a low level of income that

yields tax benefits), and its existence and benefits are not necessarily obvious at first glance. Awareness

could have been raised and the bunching we observe enabled through outreach efforts by groups dedicated

to promoting enrollment in health insurance plans offered on the marketplaces, or groups that provide tax

preparation assistance to low-income filers, or even by trial and error by users of the marketplace website.

It is important to note that, even among people with self-employment income, the number of points in

the income distribution at which significant bunching is observed in the U.S. is limited. Prior to the ACA,

research had identified the first kink point in the EITC schedule and the point at which federal income tax

liability becomes positive as the primary points at which substantial bunching associated with tax policy

occurs among taxpayers with self-employment income (Saez, 2010). More recently, Mortenson and Whitten

(2016) find bunching at other statutory kinks in the US tax code, generally at those kinks which maximize

tax refunds. The fact that taxpayers regard the premium tax credits as important enough to justify adjusting

their income in order to obtain them is consistent with that phenomenon and interesting in its own right,

and this paper joins Heim et al. (2017) in providing evidence that this behavior is observed for certain groups

of taxpayers at both the low and high ends of the income range in which the premium tax credit is available.

One might argue that the bunching we observe is driven not by the income effect associated with the

subsidy but by the ACA’s individual shared responsibility provision, also known as the individual mandate.

This provision of the law requires all taxpayers to carry minimum essential health coverage or pay a penalty

when they file their taxes. However, people who fell into the coverage gap created by states that did not

expand Medicaid eligibility were explicitly exempt from the individual mandate penalty. Many would have

qualified for an exemption based on their low levels of income in any case. Moreover, even if these taxpayers

believed they were subject to the penalty, the cost associated with not having health insurance was capped

at 1 percent of income in 2014 and 2 percent of income in 2015, amounts that are small in comparison to

the value of the subsidy.

It is, however, worth considering the interpretation of these elasticities carefully, because our setting differs

from those considered in previous bunching studies in important ways. As mentioned above, we consider a

large upward tax notch, rather than a kink or a small downward notch. As such, the elasticities we estimate

are not the clearly defined intensive margin compensated elasticities of Saez (2010) and others. The income
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effect of the subsidy we consider and the non-convexity it creates in taxpayers budget constraints dominate

any substitution effect created by the small change in the marginal tax rate created by the gradual reduction

in the value of the premium tax credit. The non-convexity is likely to be particularly important, as one would

expect a pure income effect to lead to a reduction in labor supply if leisure is a normal good. Moreover,

the incentives created by this subsidy scheme may be large enough to create a response on the extensive

margin. Theoretically, our estimates might best be characterized as total elasticities, incorporating income

and substitution effects, the non-convexity of the budget constraint, and responses on both the intensive

and extensive margins. Empirically, however, we find no evidence that the existence of this notch changes

the rate at which filers report positive self-employment income, as shown across a variety of specifications in

Table 5. This suggests that our elasticity estimates primarily represent an intensive margin response.

Another important difference between our setting and others is that the subsidy provided by the premium

tax credit is only available conditional on the purchase of a qualifying health plan. As a result, not all

taxpayers in the income range covered by the premium tax credit use it to purchase health insurance,

whether because they remain uninsured or obtain health insurance from another source. Take-up of the

premium tax credit is therefore less than complete. This differs from analyses of bunching around point

at which taxable income exceeds zero (a situation faced at some level of income for all taxpayers), but is

similar to analysis of the EITC, which also has less than complete take-up. As such, our estimates are

best interpreted as elasticities with respect to subsidies offered rather than subsidies received. From the

perspective of understanding the consequences of this particular subsidy, this “intent to treat” style estimate

is of direct interest to policymakers, who have limited control over program take-up.

In addition to questions of interpretation, we face four challenges in transforming our measure of bunching

mass into an elasticity of taxable income. First, health insurance must be purchased on the exchanges in

order to qualify for the PTC. Second, while we can adjust for all state and federal taxes and credits in

our measures of income, we may omit some in-kind transfers that households in this range of the income

distribution receive. Third, subsidies are advanceable, meaning they are paid based on an income estimate

preceding receipt of subsidies. Since we only observe realized income, rather than estimated income, we

likely underestimate the amount of bunching in the true determinant of policy eligibility. Finally, we cannot

directly observe whether households had the option to access other forms of health insurance and therefore

likely overstate the number of households facing the discontinuity. Fortunately, as we discuss in more detail

below, all of these issues should cause us to underestimate the true structural elasticity. Therefore, our

estimates should be treated as a lower bound.

When measuring the value of the subsidy, we can easily compute the cash transfer to households con-

ditional on purchase of a qualifying insurance plan. Nevertheless, the cash-equivalent value of a health
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insurance plan is likely not exactly equal to its cost and may be model dependent. Finkelstein et al. (2015)

estimate that households value health insurance at 20 to 40 percent of its cost. We compute alternative

values for the ETI, using Finkelstein, et al’s estimates of the consumer value of health insurance and report

them in Table 7.Under either scenario, our estimated elasticities would more than double.

Independent of the value of the subsidy, our estimate of the ETI will be biased downwards in the event

that we omit alternate transfer programs that are in effect in the relevant region of the income distribution.

We can partially address this issue by correcting our measures of after-tax income for all state and federal

taxes and credits. The main issue which remains is possible in-kind transfers to households that do not

appear in measures of income (e.g. SNAP benefits). Omitting these programs would impose two biases on

our measurement: we would understate baseline household resources and, to the extent that these transfers

are phased-out over the relevant income range, we would overstate the value of the PTC. Both of these biases

cause us to overestimate the percentage change in after-tax income and therefore cause us to underestimate

the ETI.

We do not observe directly the eligibility-relevant income measure, as it is an estimate which is not

provided on tax forms. If households estimate income which qualifies them for the advance PTC, but then

earn a different amount of income, we will not observe them as bunching. Given that income, and thus PTC

eligibility, may vary unpredictably within year, penalties for mis-estimating household income are relatively

minor. 26 As a result, we identify precisely bunching in realized income which is valuable on its own merit

insofar as other taxes, credits and means-tested programs have income eligibility rules based on realized

income. We do, however, underestimate the relevant measure of bunching which we would use to calculate

the amount of excess subsidies paid in comparison to a no-bunching counterfactual. We can bound this

amount below, however, by around 56 million dollars in 2014 and 105 million dollars in 2015.27

Finally, we may be overestimating the share of the population facing the discontinuity. Employer-

sponsored health insurance (ESHI) rates are very low among the low-income self-employed, but are not

zero. If we classify households who have employer-sponsored health insurance as facing the discontinuity, we

overstate the baseline density of the income distribution that is affected by the policy. The more inclusive

measure we use is more policy relevant as households may switch from ESHI to privately purchased health

26If household income differs from their estimate in a way that changes the value of their PTC, they may be asked to reconcile
their advance PTC with their ex-post realized PTC. The statutory maximum that the IRS can request for repayment is 300
dollars for a single filer, or 600 dollars for a dual filing household. These represent less than 10 percent of the average value
of the subsidy, and therefore the incentive to bunch in estimated income ought to be strong even if households do not expect
to realize eligible income. If a household reports an estimated income that differs sufficiently much from their previous year’s
earnings, they may be asked to justify that estimate. Our understanding is that this is a very unusual request, mostly reserved
for households who have very large deviations in earnings. Specifically, we have no reason to believe that anyone with an income
between 50 and 150 percent of FPL would be asked to justify an estimate at exactly the FPL.

27This figure comes from the authors’ calculation of the number of excess households at the threshold by family type,
multiplied by the average value of the subsidy for each type.
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insurance, but is less informative about other policies that do not feature the option to switch between

providers (e.g. the more restrictive baseline would be more informative about pure income tax nonlinear-

ities since most sources of earned income are treated similarly). Overestimating the baseline share of the

population would cause us to underestimate the percentage change in mass at the distribution, and thus

underestimate the ETI.

Differences in interpretation notwithstanding, it remains instructive to compare the magnitude of our

elasticity estimates to Saez’s EITC estimates. Over the 10-year period he analyzes (1995-2004), Saez reports

an elasticity of reported income for self-employed taxpayers with one child of 1.101 based on bunching

around the first EITC kink. For taxpayers with two or more children, he finds an elasticity of 0.755.

This corresponds closely with the range of estimates we find for married filers with children.28 Similarly,

Mortenson and Whitten (2016) compute elasticities of taxable income at every kink in the federal tax code

and find elasticities ranging from zero to 1.50 depending on the kink in question.

There are reasons to think, though, that taxpayers may ultimately prove more responsive to the premium

tax credit than to the first kink in the EITC schedule. As Saez notes, responsiveness to the EITC kink grew

over time, and elasticities estimated using the second half of his data are larger than those estimated using

the first half. Moreover, Saez’s data begin in 1995, 20 years after the EITC was originally enacted. We

estimate elasticities for only the first two years of the premium tax credit’s existence. If awareness of the

premium tax credit and the benefits of locating at the notch grows over time, take-up of the credit and

bunching at the notch could increase. Moreover, as noted above, we may already be underestimating the

true structural elasticity due to biased measurement of the subsidy value.

The question of take-up raises another point related to interpreting these elasticities. While both our

estimates and the EITC estimates are with respect to benefits offered, differences in take-up rates between the

two programs could lead to somewhat different interpretations. Across all relevant income levels, about 80

percent of eligible taxpayers receive the EITC.29 A comparison between enrollment figures from the Centers

for Medicare and Medicaid Services and a Kaiser Family Foundation analysis of the eligible population

suggests that about 45 percent of eligible taxpayers in states with a coverage gap took up the premium tax

credit by the end of 2015. If these programs’ take-up rates for self-employed workers close to the relevant

earnings thresholds are similar to their overall take-up rates, a back-of-the-envelop calculation suggests that

the taxable income of taxpayers who respond to the premium tax credit could be about 75 percent more

responsive than that of taxpayers who who locate at the EITC kink. This likely represents something of

28When we pool taxpayers in groups analogous to those used by Saez (i.e. based only on number of children), we again find
point estimates in line with those he reports, though they are not statistically significant. The value of the EITC for workers
without children is small and phases out at relatively low levels of income. Saez does not include it in his analysis, so there is
no estimate comparable to our elasticities for filers without children from his paper.

29This figure comes from IRS and Census analysis for tax year 2013 (Internal Revenue Service, 2017).
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an upper bound on the extent to which the magnitude of the income response to the premium tax credit

could exceed responsiveness to the first EITC kink, as the value of the premium tax credit is greatest at the

eligibility threshold and take-up is probably higher than average there. If take-up rates are similar across

programs at the relevant income levels, this difference in interpretation would be eliminated.30

It is also worth considering how our estimates compare with those of Heim et al. (2017), who analyze

the 400 percent FPL notch. The bunching they find implies an elasticity (0.11) that is below our range

of estimates. Given differences in our analyses, this is not surprising. Their estimate is based on the full

population of taxpayers, including wage and salary workers, for whom they do find bunching via reduced

earnings in response to the potential loss of the premium tax credit at that income level. Our elasticities are

based on filers with self-employment income, who both we and they find to be more responsive to the premium

tax credit. Moreover, conditional on geography, the value of the premium tax credit is substantially greater

at 100 percent FPL than at 400 percent FPL, and Heim et al. find more substantial bunching responses

among taxpayers exposed to larger subsidies.

Although we believe the difference-in-differences approach to generating counterfactual distributions used

in our baseline analysis is the best option because it takes fullest advantage of the available variation, we also

produce elasticities using alternative approaches that are not based on comparisons between non-expansion

and expansion states. Table 6 compares our preferred baseline estimates to analogous estimates from four

alternative approaches. The columns labeled linear, quadratic, and cubic estimate within-income bin time

trends of the indicated degree to identify bunching and predict counterfactual distributions. The 2012

(2013) column uses the empirical income distribution from 2012 (2013) for these purposes, with bunching

identified via difference-in-differences regressions. Our results for single and married filers without children

are generally robust to these alternative approaches in terms of identifying bunching, though there is some

variation in the magnitude of the elasticity estimates. Estimates for married filers with children are less

robust. The methods that are based only on comparison to trends within group and do not take advantage of

comparisons to immediate expansion states or which do not take advantage of the most recent available data

to make comparisons across groups have a harder time identifying bunching for these groups. Overall, the

elasticities that are most robust to alternative empirical approaches to identifying bunching and estimating

counterfactual distributions are those that are most easily identified visually.

Across all approaches to identifying bunching, our assumptions about consumers’ valuation of the subsidy

value are held constant. It is worth noting, however, that these assumptions have important implications

for the elasticity estimates that emerge. Table 7 presents elasticity estimates using our baseline approach to

30It is also possible that premium tax credit take-up could exceed EITC take-up at their respective, relevant income levels.
In this case, the magnitude of the income response among bunchers would be greater among those locating at the first EITC
kink.
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identifying bunching that vary those assumptions. In particular, we vary assumptions about how the subsidy

is valued relative to cost.

The first column presents our baseline estimates, in which the premium tax credit is valued at cost. 31

The other columns of Table 7 explore how the elasticity estimates change if we vary the computed value of the

subsidy according to three scenarios. The second column assigns households a subsidy value of 0.44 times the

dollar value of the tax credit, corresponding to the upper bound on household valuation of health insurance

computed by Finkelstein et al. (2015). The third column, instead, assigns the households a subsidy value

of 0.19 times the dollar value of the tax credit, corresponding to the lower bound calculated by Finkelstein

et al. (2015). Finally, the last column computes the implied ETI if households value health insurance at

zero, and instead maximize the cash transfer received from the government by purchasing the lowest cost

qualifying health plan. We believe this last method generates an implausibly low value for the subsidy, but

provide it for illustrative purposes.

Variation in our estimates across columns of Table 7 highlights the importance of these assumptions. The

particular model one has in mind for computing the value of in-kind transfers to households has large effects

on the implied elasticity of taxable income and, therefore, large variation in the results of optimal tax policy

computations using this parameter. Given the sensitivity of this elasticity to modeling subsidy valuation,

we feel most comfortable in our results demonstrating and measuring excess mass at the FPL. Nevertheless,

our results indicate that the elasticities computed from our preferred specification represent a lower bound

for elasticities generated by alternative models.

5.2 Do Changes in Reported Income Reflect Changes in Labor Supply?

The previous section provides estimates of the elasticity of reported income. Though this is the parameter

typically estimated in bunching analyses using individual tax returns and is a parameter of primary interest

from a public finance perspective, it does not definitively answer the question of how taxpayers respond to

the coverage gap.

We observe bunching at the premium tax credit eligibility threshold among self-employed taxpayers.

This could, of course, be the result of these taxpayers working harder in order to reach the premium tax

31The baseline income measure is adjusted for payroll taxes, federal and state income taxes, and federal and state tax credits,
and subsidies are assigned that cover the purchase of insurance for the adults in each type of household. This approach implicitly
assumes full take-up of the EITC and CTC, and that no children receive subsidized health insurance through the marketplace.
Although these assumptions are not completely accurate, we believe this is a reasonable baseline approach, because take-up
rates for these credits are high, and the vast majority of children at this level of income are covered by CHIP or Medicaid and
therefore ineligible for the premium tax credit. EITC take-up is noted above. Estimates of CTC take-up among eligible filers
do not appear to be available, but our calculations based on IRS Statistics of Income tables show that 47 percent of all returns
that claimed exemptions for children at or away from home in tax year 2014 also claimed the CTC. The participation rate
among eligible households is likely much higher. For households with income near the FPL, only dependent children who are
over the age of 19 or subject to waiting periods of up to three months in a limited number of states could be covered under
insurance purchased through a marketplace and subsidized by the premium tax credit.
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credit threshold and gain access to subsidized health insurance. But since these workers do not have forms

characterizing the full amount of their earnings filed to the IRS for them by their employers, they are precisely

the ones who are most able to adjust the amount of income they report without changing the amount of

time they spend working. In order to understand the broader consequences of the bunching response we

observe, it is important to know whether it reflects a change in actual labor supply or merely a change in

reported income.

This question often goes unanswered because it is difficult to answer with only tax data, in which labor

supply is not observed beyond the binary measure of having wage and salary income or not. However, by

matching tax return data to measures of labor supply from the American Community Survey (ACS), we can

provide suggestive evidence to address it. Working with restricted data at the U.S. Census Bureau, we link

ACS responses to 1040s at the individual level using PIKs as described in Section 3.

The ACS provides measures of labor supply that are unavailable in the tax data. For example, respondents

provide the number of hours they usually work per week and the number of weeks they worked in the last

year, as well as their employment status at the time of the survey. If the bunching response that we see

in the tax data reflects a true change in labor supply, we would also expect to see changes in measures of

labor supply taken from the ACS for people who would have been most likely to fall into the coverage gap.

In particular, people who had income in 2013 that was close to but below the level that would become the

premium tax credit eligibility threshold in 2014 see most likely to adjust their labor supply to obtain the tax

credit.

In order to determine whether this response in fact occurs, we merge our measure of income relative

to poverty from 2013 tax forms onto ACS data from 2012-2015. We then estimate changes in labor supply

measures due to the introduction of the coverage gap using a difference-in-differences approach, and we allow

those effects to vary by level of income relative to poverty in 2013.32 Estimates that show an increase in labor

supply concentrated among people with 2013 income close to but below the premium tax credit eligibility

threshold would be suggestive evidence that the bunching response observed in the tax data reflects a true

change in labor supply.33

32We repeated this analysis using average 2011-2013 income relative to poverty. Results are similar. See Appendix B.
33Although there is a substantial amount of income volatility in this region of the income distribution, there is enough stability

that it is reasonable to expect the region below the FPL to be treated more intensively by exposure to the coverage gap than
the region above the FPL. In the years preceding the introduction of the premium tax credit, about two-thirds of people who
with income between 50 percent and 100 percent FPL one year also had income in that range the next year. A similar share
of those in the 100 percent to 150 percent range one year also had income in that range the next year.
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We estimate the equation

yist =

200∑
b=0

[αb(Aftert ·NonExps ·Binb) + βb(Aftert ·Binb) + γb(NonExps ·Binb) + δbBinb] +

κ(Aftert ·NonExps) + λAftert + µNonExps + ζXi + ηs + θt + εist

(3)

where yist is labor supply of individual i in state s at time t, Aftert = 1 in 2014 and 2015, and NonExps = 1

in states that have not expanded Medicaid. Binb indicates that an individual’s 2013 income was in income bin

b, and interaction with the Aftert and NonExps terms allows effects of exposure to the coverage gap to vary

across 2013 income. To accommodate smaller sample sizes in the ACS matched data, we use wider income

bins (5 percent FPL in width) than in our analysis of the tax data. Xi contains individual demographic

characteristics such as age, race, sex, and educational attainment, ηs contains state fixed effects, θt contains

year fixed effects, and εist is an error term. We exclude individuals whose 2013 was negative or greater than

200 percent FPL, as well as those in groups that do not consistently exhibit bunching in 2014 and 2015.

Regressions are estimated using ACS sample weights that have been adjusted to account for systematic

differences across groups in the probability of being assigned a PIK.34

Coefficients from these regressions are summarized in Figure 12. The shaded area represents the 95

percent confidence interval of each coefficient estimate. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. For

the sake of simplicity, the figure shows coefficients from regressions that pool individuals from all groups

that exhibit bunching (reported in Table 1).35

Suppose there is a true change in labor supply in response to the coverage gap. Graphically, we would

then expect to see larger positive effects on some or all of the hours, weeks, and employment outcomes

(or larger negative effects on unemployment) in the region below premium tax credit eligibility threshold,

while seeing smaller or no effects elsewhere in the income distribution, as illustrated in Figure 11.36 This is

not, however, what we find. The pattern of point estimates is fairly consistent across the range of income

considered, exhibiting little trend and giving no indication of larger magnitude effects in the region most likely

to respond to the coverage gap. Virtually none of the coefficients we estimate are statistically significant.

Confidence intervals are fairly wide for some outcomes, so we cannot completely rule out the possibility of

a pattern of economically meaningful effects that could be consistent with a true labor supply response, but

our estimates do not suggest that such a response is likely. We interpret these results as suggestive evidence

that the bunching behavior we observe in the tax data more likely represents a simple change in reported

34See Appendix A for more details.
35We ran these regressions separately for each group, and the results were consistent with the summary figures shown here.
36Though bunching estimation is not designed to capture changes in labor supply on extensive margin, we consider them

here because the change in income at the notch is large and could induce them.
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income rather than a true change in labor supply.

5.3 Does Labor Supply Change among Wage and Salary Workers?

The fact that we find no bunching among wage and salary workers suggests that the set of labor market

responses to the premium tax credit that could be taking place within this group is likely somewhat cir-

cumscribed. Specifically, any labor market changes could not lead to meaningful changes in the distribution

of income near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold. However, given the potential increase in labor

market flexibility provided by access to health insurance not tied to an employer (i.e. a reduction in job lock

a la Madrian, 1994), this set is not empty. Freed from the need to maintain a connection to an employer

that provides health insurance, wage and salary workers could concentrate their labor in fewer weeks of the

year by working more hours each week, spending the remaining time outside the labor force engaged in

leisure activities or non-market work. Alternatively, these workers could spend more time unemployed while

searching for higher-quality jobs. Critically, responses along these lines could make individual workers better

off without leading to changes in the distribution of income.

Given that eligibility for the premium tax credit is determined based on income and changes sharply

at the FPL, a regression discontinuity (RD) or difference-in-discontinuities approach seems at first glance

well-suited to identify effects of the credit on labor market outcomes. However, the income measure that

determines eligibility is not MAGI as reported on Form 1040, but rather projected MAGI for the year for

which health insurance is being purchased, as reported to the Marketplace website.37 As such, we do not

observe the income measure that determines premium tax credit eligibility. We do have access to realized

MAGI from the previous year, which is perhaps the most reasonable available proxy for projected income

and the measure Healthcare.gov recommends starting with when coming up with an estimate of projected

income. Indeed, Gallagher et al. (2017) use the previous year’s MAGI as the running variable in their RD

analysis of the effects of the premium tax credit on home payment delinquency.

Before we proceed with analyzing health insurance and labor market outcomes according to previous

year’s MAGI, we offer a word of caution. Without access to the actual projected MAGI measure for at

least some sample of marketplace customers, we are unable to assess how closely the previous year’s income

approximates projected income. To the extent that differences between the two measures are consistent

across the income distribution, the likely consequence is attenuation in estimates of changes at the eligibility

threshold. This limitation affects both graphical and regression-based analyses. For the sake of transparency,

we focus on graphical analysis of changes in labor market outcomes near the premium tax credit eligibility

37Reported MAGI is subject to verification, and reports that differ from verified past income by sufficiently large margins
require additional documentary support, though marketplace customers are granted presumptive eligibility based on their
reported income for a limited time while these discrepancies are resolved.
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threshold.38

We begin by considering changes in health insurance coverage, because any changes in labor market

outcomes likely arise from changes in access to insurance. Figure 13 plots rates of coverage under Medicaid

and directly-purchased health insurance for 2013-2015 by income in the previous year.39 The figure indicates

that the ACA did increase coverage by both Medicaid and directly-purchased health insurance. The Medicaid

coverage increase is concentrated almost entirely in expansion states and extends to income levels ranges both

below and above that directly covered by the expansion. This likely reflects, at least in part, a “woodwork”

effect (as suggested by Sommers et al., 2012 in the context of state Medicaid expansions and consistent

with Frean et al., 2017 in the ACA context), through which efforts to make the newly eligible aware of the

expansion also alerted previously eligible non-participants to their eligibility. We estimate that approximately

11 percent of the increase in Medicaid coverage among single filers without children in immediate expansion

states by 2015 was driven by this phenomenon.

The increase in directly-purchased health insurance coverage is concentrated in non-expansion states,

and though it is largest in the income region in which the premium tax credit covers the largest share of

the cost of insurance, coverage under this type of insurance also increases below the income range in which

the premium tax credit is available. While this could again be partially due to measurement challenges, the

lack of other coverage options appears to be an important contributor. In immediate expansion states, the

bottom-left panel of Figure 13 shows little increase in directly-purchased health insurance coverage below

roughly 138 percent FPL, the same income range that sees a large increase in Medicaid coverage under the

expansion, shown in the top left panel. While the increase in directly-purchased health insurance coverage

within non-expansion states is clearly smaller just below the premium tax credit eligibility threshold than

just above it, there is a clear increase below the threshold that is larger than the increase in the corresponding

income range within immediate expansion states.

Figure 14 depicts changes in various labor market outcomes across the income distribution. We consider

the same set of outcomes shown in Figure 12. Adjacent panels plot the same outcome for immediate

expansion and non-expansion states. Despite the clear changes in health insurance coverage we observe in

the previous figure, comparisons across time and expansion status provide little visual evidence that any of

the labor market outcomes we consider changed meaningfully in non-expansion states near the premium tax

credit eligibility threshold after the credit became available.

These figures partially alleviate some concerns about attenuation associated with using the previous

38Because changes near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold can be difficult to discern visually from noise in the data,
we also present difference-in-discontinuities estimates for these same outcomes in Appendix C. We offer these regressions simply
as descriptive analyses of how how labor market outcomes empirically differ across the threshold.

39We have also produced versions of Figures 13 and 14 that are based on realized MAGI from the same year as the survey
measures. These figures are similar to those shown here.
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year’s income as a proxy for reported income. The fact that we see clear visual evidence of differential

changes in coverage across insurance types and expansion status indicates that the previous year’s income

does contain some signal of eligibility for the premium tax credit. The absence of any corresponding change

in labor market outcomes suggests little connection between them and the changes in health insurance

coverage. However, we also see why some attenuation concerns remain. Figure 13 shows increased coverage

by directly-purchased health insurane below the subsidized income region in non-expansion states, likely due

to some combination of measurement error and increased rates of unsubsidized health insurance purchase.

To the extent that measurement error is responsible, this figure also illustrates the potential for attenuation

in RD estimates. Without access to data on premium tax credit take-up, we cannot assess the importance

of this possibility. This is the reason for our hesitancy to focus on such estimates, though both the presence

of a change in health insurance coverage and the absence of a change in labor market outcomes are visually

clear.

In their home payment delinquency analysis, Gallagher et al. focus on a set of people that is particularly

likely to be affected by the credit: those who do not have a form of health insurance that makes them ineligible

to receive it. Our main analysis of wage and salary workers does not impose any sample restrictions based on

insurance coverage because our primary aim is to consider labor market effects of the credit on the scale of the

economy as a whole, but also because coverage under some other form of insurance is potentially endogenous

to the subsidy regime being studied. However, this group of workers that may be more intensely exposed to

the incentive created by the premium tax credit notch is also worth considering. We reproduce Figures 13

and 14 for a sample constructed to more closely match that used by Gallagher et al. in Appendix D. This

involves excluding people covered by employer-sponsored insurance, Medicare, Medicaid, or TRICARE/VA

insurance and including people aged 19-25. We again see no evidence of meaningful changes in labor market

outcomes in non-expansion states upon introduction of the premium tax credit.40

6 Conclusion

States that declined to expand Medicaid eligibility under the Affordable Care Act created a large upward

notch in their residents’ after-tax budget constraints at the FPL. Thousands of dollars in refundable, ad-

40While our study and Gallagher et al. (2017) focus on different outcomes, both consider changes in directly-purchased, or
“private,” health insurance coverage at the premium tax credit eligibility threshold. Gallagher et al. find a substantial 11
percentage point increase in such coverage at that threshold. We find a much smaller increase. A few factors may account for
this difference. Sample construction could be an important contributor. Our figures focus on wage and salary workers, while
their analysis also includes the self-employed, whose earnings we show are more responsive to the credit. Also, their sample
consists entirely of households that filed their income tax returns electronically through a program that provides free access to
tax preparation software. The set of relatively low-income people who seek out and use such a program may be more aware of
the availability of the premium tax credit and/or capable of successfully navigating the marketplace website to shop for and
purchase insurance. Of course, sampling variation could also be a contributing factor, as their sample includes survey responses
from about 5,000 taxpayers, while our ACS sample is much larger.
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vanceable premium tax credit subsidies for the purchase of private health insurance were made available to

those with income at or above the FPL, while those with income just below the FPL are not eligible for any

form of subsidized health insurance. Consequently, small changes in pre-tax income can lead to much larger

changes in after-tax income for workers near the FPL. It is natural to ask, then, to what extent workers

adjust their incomes in order to gain eligibility for the premium tax credit.

A more general form of this question – how does reported income respond to changes in the net-of-tax

rate? – has long been of interest in public finance. The elasticity of taxable income is a parameter of primary

interest in academic debates over the optimal design of income tax systems. Researchers beginning with

Feldstein (1999) have argued that it can in fact be a sufficient statistic for welfare analysis in this context,

while others have since considered the exact conditions under which this claim holds.41

We use the notch at the FPL induced by the ACA’s coverage gap and the universe of IRS Form 1040

tax returns to estimate the elasticity of taxable income with respect to the premium tax credit subsidy

via analysis of excess mass in the income distribution near the notch. Our approach has the advantage of

identifying excess mass by comparison to counterfactual distributions that are estimated longitudinally, so

the nearby presence of other bunching induced by longstanding features of the tax code does not distort our

estimates. Approaches like ours could likely be applied to analysis of other changes to federal and state tax

codes that create incentives for taxpayers to adjust their income.

Consistent with Saez (2010), we find that only taxpayers with self-employment income bunch near the

notch. Among the self-employed, single and married filers without children and married filers with two or

three children are consistently responsive to the availability of the premium tax credit. Estimated elasticities

of taxable income for these groups range from about 0.4 to 1.0 in our preferred specification. These estimates

are comparable in magnitude to those Saez finds using the first kink in the EITC tax schedule, despite the

fact that there are important policy and estimation differences between our setting and his. In particular,

take-up of the premium tax credit is likely lower than EITC take-up during the period studied here, a

difference that implies that the magnitude of the income response among those who bunch at the premium

tax credit eligibility threshold could be up to 75 percent larger than that associated with those who bunch

at the first kink in the EITC schedule.

To our knowledge, our paper constitutes the first evidence that some groups of taxpayers adjust their

incomes upward in response to tax incentives. However, changes in reported income may or may not reflect

changes in actual work, especially among self-employed workers, whose earnings are not reported to the IRS

for them by employers. Whether the taxable income response we find is due to changes in reporting or

41Lockwood (2016), for instance, finds that the sufficient statistic approach to welfare analysis does not apply to tax systems
where notches have first-order revenue effects.
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changes in work has public finance implications and is also an important labor question in its own right.

We are aware of no study of tax-induced income bunching that considers effects on direct measures of labor

supply, which are generally not available on tax forms. We are able to match tax return data to survey-based

measures of labor supply and fill this hole in the literature. On top of that, potential effects of the ACA

on the labor market have been of interest since before the law was even passed in 2010. A great deal of

attention has been paid to how other aspects of the law, such as the Medicaid expansion or the employer

mandate, have influenced labor market outcomes, but we know of no prior study that considers the effects

of the notch created at the FPL by the premium tax credit in non-expansion states.

Our analysis of matched tax-ACS data indicates that the elasticities of taxable income we estimate in our

bunching analysis are unlikely to reflect true changes in labor supply. If they did, one might have expected

to see changes in employment outcomes concentrated among those whose 2013 income would have left them

without access to subsidized health insurance in 2014, but we find no differential effects for this group.

We also consider the possibility that increased access to directly-purchased health insurance could cause

changes in the labor market outcomes of wage and salary workers even though the distribution of income

is little changed for this group. Visual comparisons across time and expansion status, however, reveal no

evidence of meaningful changes in labor market outcomes near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold

in non-expansion states.

Our results have important implications for future efforts to provide subsidized health insurance. Despite

the magnitude of the subsidy provided by the premium tax credit, we find no evidence that workers change

the amount of labor they supply in order to obtain it. Incentives, even strong ones, may be insufficient

to induce people to move up from the unsubsidized region of the distribution to the subsidized region. If

policymakers want to subsidize health insurance coverage for those currently ineligible for both Medicaid

and the premium tax credit, it may be necessary to change the rules of one program or the other to close the

coverage gap rather than relying on workers to adjust their earnings in order to qualify for subsidies under

the current rules. Conversely, if additional states go on to expand Medicaid eligibility under the ACA, it is

unlikely that eliminating the notch created by initially declining to do so will lead to major changes in labor

supply.

More broadly, programs that provide a benefit to people with income in a certain range can be thought

of as having the ability to directly affect the distribution of income as well as receipt of the benefit. While we

are far from the first to consider the creation of or changes to programs of this type, and the notch we study

creates an unusual incentive compared to other means-tested programs, this paper does add to the body of

evidence on the consequences of these programs. Within this framework, the lack of income response we

find for wage and salary workers provides further evidence that the incidence of changes in eligibility rules
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for means-tested programs is more likely to fall on receipt of the benefit offered than on the distribution of

income.
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Figures

Figure 1: Effective Date of ACA Medicaid Expansion by State

Note: Map reflects expansion of Medicaid eligibility to at least 138 percent FPL as enabled by the ACA. Arizona, California,
Connecticut, Delaware, the District of Columbia, Hawaii, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York, and Vermont had taken
significant steps to provide coverage to low-income childless adults prior to 2014 and subsequently adopted the Medicaid
expansion under the ACA or took advantage of a provision allowing for early expansion under the ACA. Two other states
shifted residents from state programs to Medicaid under the ACA prior to January 1, 2014, but did not increase their Medicaid
income eligibility limits until that date. Wisconsin increased its Medicaid income eligibility threshold to 100 percent FPL
rather than 138 percent FPL in 2014. As a result, there is no coverage gap in Wisconsin, and we exclude it from all of our
analysis. See Levy et al. (2016) for more details.

States listed by expansion status
By January 1, 2014 (25 states): Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Hawaii,
Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia
After January 1, 2014 (7 states): Alaska, Indiana, Louisiana, Michigan, Montana, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania
Not by December 31, 2016 (19 states): Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, Maine, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming
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Figure 2: Stylized Health Insurance Subsidies and the Medicaid Coverage Gap

(a) With Medicaid Expansion

(b) Without Medicaid Expansion

Note: The overlap between Medicaid and the premium tax credit in panel (a) and the space between them in panel (b) illustrate
how the Medicaid coverage gap arises. Other than that, the dimensions of the polygons depicting those two forms of subsidy
are not meant to precisely reflect any particular policy paramter.
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Figure 3: Generalized Post-Tax Income Schedule in Non-Expansion States

Note: Post-tax income plotted here reflects adjustment for federal income taxes, employee FICA taxes, the EITC, and the
premium tax credit. It does not reflect state income tax liability or state supplements to the EITC. The value of the premium
tax credit is obtained from the Kaiser Family Foundation’s subsidy calculator for 2014 and is the national average for a 40-year
old adult with income at the FPL who does not use tobacco.
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Figure 4: Indifference Curves that Induce Bunching at the Notch from Below

Note: The solid black line plots the budget constraint in the presence of the premium tax credit. The dashed black line plots
the budget constraint in the absence of the premium tax credit. The dashed orange line depicts the indifference curve of the
marginal buncher, who achieves the same level of utility with or without the premium tax credit. The blue lines plot indifference
curves for someone who reaches I higher level of utility by bunching at the premium tax credit eligibility threshold after the
introduction of the credit. The dashed line depicts the choice of effort in the absence of the premium tax credit (z0), and
the solid line depicts the choice of effort in the presence of the premium tax credit (z1). Utility is increasing in the northwest
direction.
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Figure 5: Distribution of Returns with Self-Employment Income by Year and Medicaid Expansion Status,
Single Filers, No Children

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2012-2015. Estimates in the income range, group, and states shown are
based on 5,222,459 total records.
Note: Each plotted point represents the share of all tax returns within groups of states defined by Medicaid expansion status
that falls in a given income bin for the indicated group of filers. Bins are defined using modified adjusted gross income (MAGI)
relative to the federal poverty level (FPL). Bins are 1 percent FPL in width.
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Figure 6: Distribution of Returns with Self-Employment Income by Year and Medicaid Expansion, Married
Filers, No Children

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2012-2015. Estimates in the income range, group, and states shown are
based on 1,248,560 total records.
Note: Each plotted point represents the share of all tax returns within groups of states defined by Medicaid expansion status
that falls in a given income bin for the indicated group of filers. Bins are defined using modified adjusted gross income (MAGI)
relative to the federal poverty level (FPL). Bins are 1 percent FPL in width.
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Figure 7: Distribution of Returns with Self-Employment Income by Number of Filers and Number of Chil-
dren, 2015

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2015. Estimates in the income range, groups, and states shown are based
on 2,336,101 total records.
Note: Each plotted point represents the share of all tax returns within Medicaid non-expansion states that falls in a given
income bin for the indicated group of filers. Bins are defined using modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) relative to the
federal poverty level (FPL). Bins are 1 percent FPL in width.
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Figure 8: Distribution of Returns without Self-Employment Income

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2012-2015. Estimates in the income range and states shown are based on
14,527,575 records.
Note: Each plotted point represents the share of all tax returns within Medicaid non-expansion states that falls in a given
income bin for the indicated group of filers. Bins are defined using modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) relative to the
federal poverty level (FPL). Bins are 1 percent FPL in width.
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Figure 9: Example of Within-Bin Difference-in-Differences Bunching Identification

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2000-2015. Estimates in the income bins and states shown are based on
393,664 records.
Note: Each plotted point represents the share of all tax returns within groups of states defined by Medicaid expansion status
that falls in a given income bin for the indicated group of filers. Bins are defined using modified adjusted gross income (MAGI)
relative to the federal poverty level (FPL). Bins are 1 percent FPL in width. Dashed lines plot linear trends in the share of tax
returns within a given bin, estimated excluding the influence of data from 2014 and 2015.
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Figure 10: Counterfactual Distributions from Longitudinal Difference-in-Differences Approach

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2000-2015. Estimates of the empirical distribution in the income range,
group, years, and states shown are based on 1,183,166 total records.
Note: Each plotted point represents the share of all tax returns within Medicaid non-expansion states that falls in a given
income bin for the indicated group of filers. Bins are defined using modified adjusted gross income (MAGI) relative to the
federal poverty level (FPL). Bins are 1 percent FPL in width. Counterfactual distributions are estimated as described in Section
4.3.
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Figure 11: Stylized Possible Labor Supply Response among Bunchers

Note: The figure reflects a possible pattern of changes in measures of labor supply that could be observed among individuals
who relocate to the premium tax credit notch if that relocation is driven by a change in labor supply. The dimensions of the
various components of the figure are not meant to precisely reflect the value of available subsidies or the magnitude of any
potential response.
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Figure 12: Changes in Employment Outcomes Near FPL in Non-expansion States Post-ACA
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Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2012-2015. Estimates in the income range shown are based on
304,568 observations.
Note: The blue line plots the αb coefficients estimated in equation 3. The shaded gray region represents the 95 percent confidence
interval. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. Sample includes all ACS observations that were matched to 1040s with
2013 income between 0 and 200 percent FPL for groups that consistently exhibit bunching behavior and statistically significant
elasticities when the counterfactual distributions are generated using within-income group difference-in-differences regressions
that include state group-specific linear trends. Regressions are estimated using sample weights that have been adjusted for
differences in match probabilities across groups. Full time is defined as at least 35 hours per week. Full year is defined as at
least 50 weeks per year. Weeks per year is reported in bins in ACS. For this analysis, we use the midpoint of each bin. Analysis
of hours and weeks outcomes excludes individuals who report not working. Hours per year is the product of hours per week
and weeks per year. Coefficients are estimated by income bins that are 5 percent FPL in width and plotted at the bottom of
the income range (i.e. the coefficient plotted at 95 percent FPL is based on people with income between 95 and 99 percent
FPL, inclusive).
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Figure 13: Health Insurance Coverage among Wage and Salary Workers, by Income, Year, and Medicaid Expansion Status

Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2012-2015. Estimates in the range shown are based on 1,943,402 observations.
Note: Sample includes individuals aged 26 to 64 without self-employment income. Income is obtained from the tax return on which each individual appeared for the year prior
to responding to the ACS. Each point represent the mean outcome within a 5 percent FPL bin, plotted at the minimum value contained in the bin.
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Figure 14: Labor Market Outcomes among Wage and Salary Workers, by Income, Year, and Medicaid Expansion Status
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Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2012-2015. Estimates in the income range and states shown are based on 1,943,402 observations.
Note: Sample includes individuals aged 26 to 64 without self-employment income. Income is obtained from the tax return on which each individual appeared for the year prior
to responding to the ACS. Full time is defined as at least 35 hours per week. Full year is defined as at least 50 weeks per year. Weeks per year is reported in bins in ACS. For
this analysis, we use the midpoint of each bin. Analysis of hours and weeks outcomes excludes individuals who report not working. Hours per year is the product of hours per
week and weeks per year. Each point represent the mean outcome within a 5 percent FPL bin, plotted at the minimum value contained in the bin.
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Tables

Table 1: Estimates of Bunching Mass, Filers with Self-Employment Income

Implied Percent Change in Mass Total Excess Mass
One Filer Two Filers One Filer Two Filers

Children 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015
0 20.5 22.3 18.4 18.5 .0002787†*** .0004544†*** .0000707†*** .0001307†***

(.0000375) (.0000593) (.0000097) (.0000185)
1 8.0 27.8 12.3 23.7 .0000641 .0000206† .0000476*** .0000433†***

(.0001631) (.0000466) (.0000118) (.0000099)
2 -0.5 -8.0 19.6 16.5 -.0000019† -.0000268† .00002†*** .0000253†***

(.0000503) (.0000461) (.0000070) (.0000097)
3 19.2 12.9 17.7 13.8 .0000031 .0000024 .0000152†*** .0000125†***

(.0000084) (.0000128) (.0000040) (.0000042)
4+ -6.7 6.0 3.7 16.2 -.0000021 .0000009† .0000015† .0000050†***

(.0000020) (.0000015) (.0000027) (.0000014)

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2000-2015. Bunching estimates are based on 2,257,478 total returns filed in
non-expansion states with income between 50 and 150 percent FPL that report self-employment income in 2014 and 2,336,101
such returns in 2015.
Note: Estimates are produced using counterfactual distributions for each group generated via within-income group difference-in-
differences regressions that include state group-specific linear trends. Bunching mass is estimated separately for groups defined
by year, presence of self-employment income, number of filers, and number of children (topcoded at 4). Bunching mass is given
by the sum of the difference-in-difference coefficient over the smallest connected interval of the income distribution which includes
all income bins with a coefficient that is statistically significant at the 10 percent level. If a demographic group does not have
any income bins with significant bunching, we use the interval from 95 to 105 percent of the Federal Poverty Level. Demographic
groups with at least one income bin featuring significant bunching at the 10 percent confidence level or greater are indicated by
†. Standard errors reported here are the standard deviation of 500 bootstrap estimates. Asterisks indicate statistically significant
bunching mass at the 10 percent (*), 5 percent (**), and 1 percent (***) levels.
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Table 2: Elasticities of Taxable Income, Bunching Estimates, Filers with Self-employment Income

One Filer Two Filers
Children 2014 2015 2014 2015

0 0.724†*** 0.789†*** 0.438†*** 0.439†***
(0.097) (0.103) (0.060) (0.062)

1 0.510 1.769† 0.452*** 0.871†***
(1.296) (4.004) (0.112) (0.199)

2 -0.041† -0.703† 0.948†*** 0.799†***
(1.104) (1.210) (0.333) (0.305)

3 2.045† 1.374 1.003†*** 0.781†***
(5.593) (7.326) (0.263) (0.259)

4+ -0.820 0.738† 0.236** 1.042†***
(0.778) (1.278) (0.101) (0.296)

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2000-2015. Bunch-
ing estimates are based on 2,257,478 total returns filed in non-expansion
states with income between 50 and 150 percent FPL that report self-
employment income in 2014 and 2,336,101 such returns in 2015.
Note: Estimates are produced using counterfactual distributions for each
group generated via within-income group difference-in-differences regres-
sions that include state group-specific linear trends. Elasticities are esti-
mated separately for groups defined by year, presence of self-employment
income, number of filers, and number of children (topcoded at 4). Stan-
dard errors reported here are the standard deviation of 500 bootstrap
estimates of the elasticities in question. Elasticities are calculated using
subsidy values that assume all children receive health insurance coverage
through CHIP. The baseline post-tax income measure incorporates fed-
eral and state taxes and credits, calculated using the National Bureau of
Economic Research’s TAXSIM program. Significant bunching at the 10
percent confidence level or greater is indicated by †. Asterisks indicate
statistically significant elasticities at the 10 percent (*), 5 percent (**),
and 1 percent (***) levels. In groups that do not exhibit statistically
significant bunching, elasticities are calculated using the 95-105 percent
FPL income range.
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Table 3: Estimates of Bunching Mass, Filers without Self-Employment Income

Implied Percent Change in Mass Total Excess Mass
One Filer Two Filers One Filer Two Filers

Children 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015 2014 2015
0 0.7 1.6 -0.06 3.9 .0000739 .0001569 -.0000047 .0000267**

(.0000954) (.0001054) (.0000106) (.0000128)
1 -1.2 -0.8 0.8 0.4 -.0000442 -.0000291 .0000056 .0000028

(.0000559) (.0000523) (.0000074) (.0000074)
2 -1.8 -8.3 0.2 0.4 -.0000529 -.0000255 .0000018 .0000038

(.0000522) (.0000216) (.0000092) (.0000103)
3 -0.9 -1.4 -1.8 -1.3 -.0000096 -.0000155 -.0000123* -.0000089

(.0000098) (.0000103) (.0000067) (.0000058)
4+ -3.5 -1.9 1.4 1.5 -.0000083*** -.0000043 .0000057 .0000060

(.0000030) (.0000038) (.0000044) (.0000044)

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2000-2015. Bunching estimates are based on 7,084,988 total returns
filed in non-expansion states with income between 50 and 150 percent FPL that do not report self-employment income
in 2014 and 7,004,681 such returns in 2015.
Note: Estimates are produced using counterfactual distributions for each group generated via within-income group
difference-in-differences regressions that include state group-specific linear trends. Bunching mass is estimated sepa-
rately for groups defined by year, presence of self-employment income, number of filers, and number of children (topcoded
at 4). Bunching mass is given by the sum of the difference-in-difference coefficient over the smallest connected interval of
the income distribution which includes all income bins with a coefficient that is statistically significant at the 10 percent
level. If a demographic group does not have any income bins with significant bunching, we use the interval from 95 to 105
percent of the Federal Poverty Level. Demographic groups with at least one income bin featuring significant bunching at
the 10 percent confidence level or greater are indicated by †. Standard errors reported here are the standard deviation of
500 bootstrap estimates. Asterisks indicate statistically significant bunching mass at the 10 percent (*), 5 percent (**),
and 1 percent (***) levels.
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Table 4: Elasticities of Taxable Income, Bunching Estimates, Filers without Self-employment Income

One Filer Two Filers
Children 2014 2015 2014 2015

0 0.026 0.057 -0.002 0.093**
(0.034) (0.038) (0.035) (0.045)

1 -0.0737 -0.050 0.030 0.016
(0.093) (0.090) (0.040) (0.042)

2 -0.156 -0.735† 0.009 0.021
(0.154) (0.624) (0.046) (0.055)

3 -0.090 -0.148 -0.101* -0.076
(0.092) (0.098) (0.055) (0.049)

4+ -0.429*** -0.230 0.090 0.098
(0.155) (0.201) (0.069) (0.072)

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2000-2015.
Bunching estimates are based on 7,084,988 total returns filed in
non-expansion states with income between 50 and 150 percent
FPL that do not report self-employment income in 2014 and
7,004,681 such returns in 2015.
Note: Estimates are produced using counterfactual distri-
butions for each group generated via within-income group
difference-in-differences regressions that include state group-
specific linear trends. Elasticities are estimated separately for
groups defined by year, presence of self-employment income,
number of filers, and number of children (topcoded at 4). Stan-
dard errors reported here are the standard deviation of 500
bootstrap estimates of the elasticities in question. Elasticities
are calculated using subsidy values that assume all children re-
ceive health insurance coverage through CHIP. The baseline
post-tax income measure incorporates federal and state taxes
and credits, calculated using the National Bureau of Economic
Research’s TAXSIM program. Significant bunching at the 10
percent confidence level or greater is indicated by †. Asterisks
indicate statistically significant elasticities at the 10 percent (*),
5 percent (**), and 1 percent (***) levels. In groups that do
not exhibit statistically significant bunching, elasticities are cal-
culated using the 95-105 percent FPL income range.
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Table 5: Effect of Premium Tax Credit Notch on Self-employment Income Reporting

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
1040 1040 Population Population Log Log
Share Share Share Share Count Count Count Count

Non-expansion, Post-ACA 0.0056 0.0021 0.0006 -0.0002 38,797 -2,637 0.0398 -0.0093
(0.0048) (0.0015) (0.0013) (0.0005) (26,089) (7,187) (0.0250) (0.0086)

Non-expansion 0.0007 0.213* -0.0030*** -0.340*** -16,766*** -508,506 -0.289*** -7.434***
(0.0006) (0.121) (0.0002) (0.0402) (3,261) (593,161) (0.0031) (0.714)

Post-ACA 0.0151*** 0.0008 0.0022* -0.0028*** 70,910*** -20,155*** 0.156*** -0.0487***
(0.0035) (0.0007) (0.0012) (0.0003) (17,373) (5,187) (0.0224) (0.0051)

Observations 816 816 816 816 816 816 816 816
R-squared 0.835 0.987 0.891 0.986 0.989 0.998 0.998 1.000

State Trends None Linear None Linear None Linear None Linear

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data.
Note: Regressions are estimated on data for all filers, aggregated to the state level for 2000-2015. All regressions include state and year fixed effects. The
dependent variables are the share of 1040 returns that report self-employment income (columns 1-2), the number of returns reporting self-employment
income divided by the state population (3-4), the number of returns reporting self-employment income (5-6), and the log of the number of returns reporting
self-employment income (7-8). Results are similar when the data are restricted to filers with income between 1 percent and 500 percent FPL.
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Table 6: Elasticities of Taxable Income, Taxpayers with Self-Employment Income, by Counterfactual Distri-
bution Estimation Method, Subsidies Assigned According to Number of Filers

Year Filers Children Baseline Linear Quadratic Cubic 2012 2013

2014 1 0 0.724†*** 0.780†*** 0.125†*** 0.125†*** 0.780†*** 0.543†***
(0.097) (0.112) (0.039) (0.039) (0.101) (0.088)

2014 2 0 0.438†*** 0.318†*** 0.463†*** 0.463†*** 0.484†*** 0.323†***
(0.060) (0.051) (0.076) (0.076) (0.066) (0.058)

2014 2 1 0.452*** 0.503*** 0.894†*** 0.895†*** 0.545*** 0.478*
(0.112) (0.181) (0.287) (0.288) (0.161) (0.260)

2014 2 2 0.948†*** 0.076† -0.105 -0.105 0.816† 0.142†

(0.333) (0.205) (0.248) (0.248) (0.748) (0.541)
2014 2 3 1.003†*** 1.165†** -0.286† -0.285† 0.808† 0.790†**

(0.263) (0.484) (1.018) (1.019) (0.492) (0.346)
2014 2 4+ 0.236** 0.067 -0.094 -0.095 -0.016 0.123

(0.101) (0.128) (0.214) (0.214) (0.218) (0.111)
2015 1 0 0.789†*** 0.866†*** 0.139†** 0.139†** 0.809†*** 0.575†***

(0.103) (0.122) (0.052) (0.052) (0.103) (0.092)
2015 2 0 0.439†*** 0.292†*** 0.331†*** 0.331†*** 0.456†*** 0.350†***

(0.062) (0.042) (0.067) (0.067) (0.068) (0.059)
2015 2 1 0.871†*** 1.457†** 1.403†*** 1.407†*** 1.180†*** 1.065†**

(0.199) (0.565) (0.377) (0.378) (0.305) (0.471)
2015 2 2 0.799†*** -0.407† -0.073 -0.074 0.771† 0.423†

(0.305) (0.555) (0.348) (0.348) (0.742) (0.515)
2015 2 3 0.781†*** 0.251 -1.366† -1.368† 0.608† 0.793†*

(0.259) (0.213) (1.195) (1.197) (0.566) (0.411)
2015 2 4+ 1.042†*** 0.043 -0.630† -0.632† 0.774† 0.919†**

(0.296) (0.147) (0.413) (0.414) (0.481) (0.359)

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2000-2015. Bunching estimates are based on 2,257,478 total returns
filed in non-expansion states with income between 50 and 150 percent FPL that report self-employment income in 2014
and 2,336,101 such returns in 2015.
Note: Estimates are produced using counterfactual distributions for each group generated via the technique indicated at
the top of the row. The DD column provides the main estimates for reference. The linear, quadratic, and cubic columns
estimate counterfactual distributions using within-bin regressions of the share of returns on a time trend of the given
order. The 2012 (2013) column uses the the baseline difference-in-differences approach to identify the bunching region
but uses the 2012 (2013) empirical distribution as the counterfactual distribution. Elasticities are estimated separately
for groups defined by year, presence of self-employment income, number of filers, and number of children (topcoded at
4). Groups listed exhibited significant bunching behavior that implied statistically significant elasticities of reported
income in both 2014 and 2015 in the baseline approach. Standard errors reported here are the standard deviation of 500
bootstrap estimates of the elasticities in question. Elasticities are calculated using subsidy values that assume all children
receive health insurance coverage through CHIP. The baseline post-tax income measure incorporates federal and state
taxes and credits, calculated using the National Bureau of Economic Research’s TAXSIM program. Significant bunching
at the 10 percent confidence level or greater is indicated by †. Asterisks indicate statistically significant elasticities at the
10 percent (*), 5 percent (**), and 1 percent (***) levels. In groups that do not exhibit statistically significant bunching,
elasticities are calculated using the 95-105 percent FPL income range.
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Table 7: Elasticities of Taxable Income Under Alternative Subsidy Valuation Assumptions

Year Filers Children Baseline FHL: Subsidy Value = Low FHL: Subsidy Value = High

2014 1 0 0.724†*** 3.81 1.65

2014 2 0 0.438†*** 2.30 0.995

2014 2 1 0.452*** 2.38 1.03

2014 2 2 0.948†*** 4.99 2.15

2014 2 3 1.003†*** 5.28 2.28

2014 2 4+ 0.236** 1.24 .537

2015 1 0 0.789†*** 4.15 1.79

2015 2 0 0.439†*** 2.31 1.00

2015 2 1 0.871†*** 4.58 1.98

2015 2 2 0.799†*** 4.20 1.82

2015 2 3 0.781†*** 4.11 1.78

2015 2 4+ 1.042†*** 5.49 2.37

Source: Authors’ calculations, IRS Form 1040 data, 2000-2015. Bunching estimates are based on 2,257,478 total returns
filed in non-expansion states with income between 50 and 150 percent FPL that report self-employment income in 2014
and 2,336,101 such returns in 2015.
Note: Estimates are produced using the same methods of identifying bunching and estimating counterfactual distri-
butions used in the baseline analysis. Groups listed exhibited significant bunching behavior that implied statistically
significant elasticities of reported income in both 2014 and 2015. Different columns represent different approaches to
subsidy valuation. All elasticities incorporate federal and state taxes and credits, calculated using the National Bu-
reau of Economic Research’s TAXSIM program. The baseline estimates reported in Table 2 assign subsidies based on
number of filers and use the post-tax income measure; these estimates are reproduced in the first column of this table.
The second column produces elasticities using the lower bound of household value for health insurance estimated by
Finkelstein, et al (2015). The third column uses the upper bound on Finkelstein, et al’s (2015) estimate of health
insurance values. Standard errors reported here are the standard deviation of 500 bootstrap estimates of the elasticities
in question. Bunching and statistical significance indicators are omitted because they are consistent across columns and
identical to those reported in Table 2.
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Appendix A Adjustments to ACS Sample Weights

Due to variation in the quality of the Personally Identifiable Information (PII) provided across data sources,

and across respondents within data sources, CARRA’s PVS system is not able to match every individual

record to a PIK, especially in surveys like the ACS in which respondents’ social security numbers are not

provided. On average, the match rate between ACS records and PIKs is high (around 91 percent each year

for 2012-2015), but there are differences in match rates across demographic groups that suggest PIKs are

not missing at random. For example, 93-94 percent of white respondents receive PIKs in each year of ACS

data used here, while only about 88 percent of black respondents and 80-81 percent of Hispanic respondents

receive PIKs. There are also smaller differences in match rates across age, sex, and education groups.

Given that the observable characteristics of the people who are assigned PIKs differ from those of people

who are not assigned PIKs, one might be concerned that their unobservable characteristics also differ in a way

that could bias estimates that are based on matched ACS-tax data. In order to account for these differences

between ACS respondents with and without PIKs, we adjust the ACS sample weights using the inverse of

each observation’s predicted probability of receiving a PIK, based on logistic regressions of PIK-receipt on

measures of age, race, sex, and education. Specifically, we estimate

HasPIKi =

9∑
j=1

αjAge
j
i +

8∑
j=1

βjRace
j
i +

3∑
j=1

γjSex
j
i +

8∑
j=1

δjEduc
j
i + εi (A1)

where HasPIKi is an indicator for presence of a PIK, and the other variables are indicators for membership

in various age, race, sex, and education categories. The age categories are 0-14, 15-24, 25-34, 35-44, 45-54,

55-64, 65-74, 75+, and missing. The race/ethnicity categories are white, black, Native American, Asian,

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, other, Hispanic, and missing, with Hispanics of any race included only

in the Hispanic category. The sex categories are male, female, and missing. The education categories are

less than high school, high school, GED, some college but no degree, associate’s degree, bachelor’s degree,

graduate degree, and missing. We estimate this regression separately for each year. Coefficients are then

used to predict π, the probability that each individual is assigned a PIK. We then create adjusted weights

by multiplying each individual’s ACS sample weight by 1/π.
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Appendix B Analysis of Labor Supply Response using 2011-2013

Average Income

Figure B1: Changes in Employment Outcomes Near FPL in Non-expansion States Post-ACA
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Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2012-2015. Estimates in the income range shown are based on
306,348 observations.
Note: The blue line plots the αb coefficients estimated in equation 3. The shaded gray region represents the 95 percent
confidence interval. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. Sample includes all ACS observations that were matched
to 1040s with average 2011-2013 income between 0 and 200 percent FPL for groups that exhibit bunching behavior when
the counterfactual distributions are generated using within-income group difference-in-differences regressions that include state
group-specific linear trends (those listed in Table 2). Regressions are estimated using sample weights that have been adjusted
for differences in match probabilities across groups. Full time is defined as at least 35 hours per week. Full year is defined as at
least 50 weeks per year. Weeks per year is reported in bins in ACS. For this analysis, we use the midpoint of each bin. Analysis
of hours and weeks outcomes excludes individuals who report not working. Hours per year is the product of hours per week
and weeks per year. Coefficients are estimated by income bins that are 5 percent FPL in width and plotted at the bottom of
the income range (i.e. the coefficient plotted at 95 percent FPL is based on people with income between 95 and 99 percent
FPL, inclusive).
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Figure B2: Health Insurance Coverage among Wage and Salary Workers, by Income, Year, and Medicaid Expansion Status

Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015. Estimates in the range shown are based on 2,040,688 observations.
Note: Sample includes individuals aged 26 to 64 without self-employment income. Income is obtained from tax returns from 2011-2013 and averaged to create the measure used
here. Each point represent the mean outcome within a 5 percent FPL bin, plotted at the minimum value contained in the bin.
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Figure B3: Labor Market Outcomes among Wage and Salary Workers, by Income, Year, and Medicaid Expansion Status
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Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015. Estimates in the income range and states shown are based on 2,040,688 observations.
Note: Sample includes individuals aged 26 to 64 without self-employment income. Income is obtained from tax returns from 2011-2013 and averaged to create the measure used
here. Full time is defined as at least 35 hours per week. Full year is defined as at least 50 weeks per year. Weeks per year is reported in bins in ACS. For this analysis, we use
the midpoint of each bin. Analysis of hours and weeks outcomes excludes individuals who report not working. Hours per year is the product of hours per week and weeks per
year. Each point represent the mean outcome within a 5 percent FPL bin, plotted at the minimum value contained in the bin.
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Appendix C Difference-in-Discontinuities Details and Tables

The figures discussed in Section 5.3 suggest that there is some differential change in health insurance coverage

above the premium tax credit eligibility threshold after the credit became available but little change in labor

market outcomes. It can be difficult, however, to assess the magnitude of these changes visually. In order

to provide some clarity on that front, we present descriptive estimates of the changes in health insurance

coverage and labor market outcomes near the threshold.

The estimates are produced using a difference-in-discontinuities strategy similar to Grembi et al. (2012).

As the name suggests, the difference-in-discontinuities framework combines aspects of regression discontinuity

(RD) analysis with aspects of difference-in-differences analysis.42 Conceptually, the approach essentially

controls for breaks in outcomes of interest that occur at the policy-relevant threshold but which predate

the policy in question by comparing regression discontinuity estimates at that threshold from before and

after the introduction of the policy of interest. This analysis uses matched ACS-tax return data for people

without self-employment income from 2012-2015. In order to focus on the people most likely to be affected

by the credit, we exclude people below the age of 26 (who may receive health insurance coverage through

their parents’ plans) and above the age of 64 (who are eligible for Medicare). We also exclude people who

report zero or negative income, as well as those whose income exceeds 2,000 percent FPL. As in the figures

above, we use MAGI from the previous year as the running variable in this analysis.

We take two approaches to difference-in-discontinuities analysis. The first, which we will refer to as the

flexible functional form (FFF) approach, uses the full dataset and involves fitting flexible polynomials on

both sides of the premium tax credit eligibility threshold before and after the credits became available. We

estimate the equation

List =

p∑
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δkY
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i

)
+ Eligi
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i

)
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[
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)
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(
βkY
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)]
+

λXi + ηs + θt + εist

(C1)

where List is a measure of health insurance coverage or labor supply for person i in state s at time t.

Y ?
i is a measure of income relative to poverty that has been re-centered around the poverty line, that is,

Y ?
i = Yi − 100. Eligi indicates that Y ?

i < 0, and Aftert indicates that an observation is from 2014 or 2015.

The order of the polynomials is given by p, and here we set p = 7.Xi contains controls for age, sex, race,

education, and family structure. The difference-in-discontinuities estimate is given by β0.

The other approach focuses on the region close to the premium tax credit eligibility threshold. Instead

42For more details on RD estimation, see Imbens and Lemieux (2008), Van der Klaauw (2008), and Lee and Lemieux (2010).
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of high-order polynomials estimated over a wide income range, this approach uses local linear regressions

(LLR) within a narrow window surrounding the threshold. We estimate the equation

List =δ0 + δ1Y
?
i + Eligi (γ0 + γ1Y

?
i ) +Aftert [(α0 + α1Y

?
i ) + Eligi (β0 + β1Y

?
i )] +

λXi + ηs + θt + εist

(C2)

where variables are defined and indexed as above. We use individuals whose income is within 30 percent

FPL of the eligibility threshold in our baseline analysis. The parameter of interest is again β0.

In addition to the demographic controls included in these regressions, the difference-in-discontinuities

design also controls for possible discontinuities in outcomes of interest that occur at the premium tax credit

eligibility threshold but predate the credit’s introduction. Such discontinuities could arise from the fact

that he eligibility threshold is also the FPL. It is conceivable that social pressure or stigma surrounding

the poverty designation, or other factors unobservable to the econometrician, could lead individuals to sort

themselves onto one side of the FPL or the other, giving rise to discontinuities in the conditional mean

functions for some outcomes at that point in the income distribution. Thus, the estimates presented in the

tables below reflect changes in the listed outcomes that occur at the eligibility threshold due to factors other

than demographics and pre-ACA sorting around the FPL.
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Table C1: Mean Characteristics of Individuals Near the Premium Tax Credit Eligibility Threshold

2012-13 2014-15
Difference

in
Below FPL Above FPL Difference Below FPL Above FPL Difference Differences

Age 39.730 39.930 0.200 39.670 39.940 0.270 0.070
(0.253) (0.240) (0.349) (0.217) (0.285) (0.358) (0.500)

Female 0.617 0.609 -0.008 0.620 0.602 -0.018 -0.010
(0.008) (0.007) (0.010) (0.007) (0.010) (0.012) (0.016)

White 0.427 0.421 -0.006 0.417 0.445 0.028 0.034
(0.058) (0.056) (0.081) (0.053) (0.058) (0.079) (0.113)

Black 0.252 0.250 -0.002 0.272 0.250 -0.022 -0.020
(0.044) (0.043) (0.062) (0.042) (0.042) (0.059) (0.085)

Native American 0.0121 0.0120 -0.0001 0.0108 0.0113 0.0005 0.0006
(0.0048) (0.0044) (0.0065) (0.0036) (0.0038) (0.0053) (0.0083)

Asian 0.0318 0.0321 0.0003 0.0328 0.0302 -0.0026 -0.0029
(0.0040) (0.0038) (0.0056) (0.0035) (0.0035) (0.0050) (0.0075)

Native HI/PI 0.0016 0.0016 -0.0000 0.0027 0.0012 -0.0015 -0.0014
(0.0006) (0.0007) (0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0004) (0.0010) (0.0014)

Other Race 0.0021 0.0022 0.0001 0.0014 0.0014 0.0000 -0.0001
(0.0006) (0.0004) (0.0007) (0.0007) (0.0004) (0.0008) (0.0010)

Hispanic 0.273 0.280 0.007 0.263 0.260 -0.003 -0.010
(0.093) (0.088) (0.127) (0.078) (0.088) (0.118) (0.174)

Less than HS 0.213 0.200 -0.013 0.198 0.184 -0.014 -0.001
(0.028) (0.025) (0.037) (0.017) (0.023) (0.029) (0.047)

High School 0.270 0.276 0.006 0.274 0.273 -0.001 -0.007
(0.011) (0.011) (0.016) (0.005) (0.007) (0.009) (0.018)

GED 0.064 0.063 -0.001 0.061 0.068 0.006 0.007
(0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.005)

Some College 0.258 0.263 0.005 0.265 0.259 -0.006 -0.011
(0.008) (0.008) (0.012) (0.006) (0.006) (0.009) (0.015)

Assoc. Degree 0.074 0.082 0.008 0.085 0.089 0.004 -0.004
(0.010) (0.008) (0.013) (0.005) (0.011) (0.012) (0.018)

Bach. Degree 0.093 0.089 -0.003 0.087 0.098 0.011 0.014
(0.007) (0.005) (0.009) (0.005) (0.007) (0.009) (0.013)

Grad. Degree 0.028 0.026 -0.003 0.030 0.029 -0.001 0.002
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.005)

Married 0.345 0.361 0.016 0.335 0.345 0.010 -0.006
(0.017) (0.016) (0.023) (0.011) (0.008) (0.014) (0.026)

Observations 1,099,389 1,122,082 1,087,857 1,141,442

Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015.
Note: Means are estimated using people with previous-year income from 1 percent to 10 percent below or above the FPL. Standard
errors are clustered at the state level.
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Table C2: Difference-in-Discontinuities Estimates, Flexible Functional Form

Directly Employer
Any Purchased Sponsored

Health Health Health
Insurance Insurance Insurance

β0 0.0101 0.0219** -0.0077
(0.0137) (0.0100) (0.0142)

Observations 1,885,107 1,885,107 1,885,107
R-squared 0.186 0.016 0.199

Outcome Mean 0.660 0.122 0.391
Near Threshold

Not in Employed Hours Weeks Hours
Labor 3+ Employed Employed Employed Worked Worked Worked

Employed Unemployed Force Quarters Full Year Full Time FTFY per Week per Year per Year

β0 -0.0093 0.0064 0.0029 -0.0063 -0.0087 0.0119 0.0095 0.215 -0.0782 10.24
(0.0111) (0.0079) (0.0068) (0.0049) (0.0102) (0.0119) (0.0119) (0.243) (0.400) (20.91)

Observations 1,885,107 1,885,107 1,885,107 1,885,107 1,885,107 1,885,107 1,885,107 1,486,431 1,574,096 1,486,431
R-squared 0.118 0.021 0.126 0.123 0.115 0.159 0.151 0.116 0.059 0.131

Outcome Mean 0.765 0.0537 0.181 0.694 0.599 0.560 0.487 37.46 47.27 1,790
Near Threshold

Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015.
Note: Estimation is based on fitting seventh-order polynomials in previous-year income above and below the premium tax credit eligibility threshold before and after it
was introduced. All regressions include controls for age, race, sex, education, and family structure, as well as state and year fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at
the state level. Regressions are estimated using ACS sample weights that have been adjusted for differences in match probabilities across groups. Full time is defined as
at least 35 hours per week. Full year is defined as at least 50 weeks per year. Weeks per year is reported in bins in ACS. For this analysis, we use the midpoint of each
bin. Analysis of hours and weeks outcomes excludes individuals who report not working. Hours per year is the product of hours per week and weeks per year. Analysis
includes all matched ACS-tax observations from 2012-2015 for people between the ages of 26 and 64 who are not self-employed, live in non-expansion states, and have
income greater than zero but not exceeding 2,000 percent FPL. Outcome means near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold are calculated using 2014 and 2015 ACS
respondents with previous-year income in the 90-99 percent FPL income bins. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 10 percent (*), 5 percent (**), and 1 percent
(***) levels.
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Table C3: Difference-in-Discontinuities Estimates, Local Linear Regression

Directly Employer
Any Purchased Sponsored

Health Health Health
Insurance Insurance Insurance

β0 0.0123 0.0146** 0.0020
(0.0137) (0.0061) (0.0159)

Observations 161,393 161,393 161,393
R-squared 0.079 0.047 0.065

Outcome Mean 0.660 0.122 0.391
Near Threshold

Not in Employed Hours Weeks Hours
Labor 3+ Employed Employed Employed Worked Worked Worked

Employed Unemployed Force Quarters Full Year Full Time FTFY per Week per Year per Year

β0 -0.0122 0.0014 0.0108 -0.0065 -0.0085 0.0105 0.0106 0.338 0.0221 12.44
(0.0115) (0.0069) (0.0071) (0.0054) (0.0102) (0.0133) (0.0120) (0.278) (0.371) (17.80)

Observations 161,393 161,393 161,393 161,393 161,393 161,393 161,393 116,405 128,529 116,405
R-squared 0.098 0.013 0.119 0.085 0.074 0.105 0.096 0.078 0.028 0.070

Outcome Mean 0.765 0.0537 0.181 0.694 0.599 0.560 0.487 37.46 47.27 1,790
Near Threshold

Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015.
Note: Estimation is based on fitting linear regressions above and below the premium tax credit eligibility threshold before and after it was introduced. All regressions
include controls for age, race, sex, education, and family structure, as well as state and year fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the state level. Regressions
are estimated using ACS sample weights that have been adjusted for differences in match probabilities across groups. Full time is defined as at least 35 hours per week.
Full year is defined as at least 50 weeks per year. Weeks per year is reported in bins in ACS. For this analysis, we use the midpoint of each bin. Analysis of hours
and weeks outcomes excludes individuals who report not working. Hours per year is the product of hours per week and weeks per year. Analysis includes all matched
ACS-tax observations from 2012-2015 for people between the ages of 26 and 64 who are not self-employed, live in non-expansion states, and have previous-year income
within 30 percent FPL of the premium tax credit eligibility threshold. Outcome means near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold are calculated using 2014 and
2015 ACS respondents with previous-year income in the 90-99 percent FPL income bins. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 10 percent (*), 5 percent (**),
and 1 percent (***) levels.
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Table C4: Difference-in-Discontinuities Estimates, Annual Labor Market Outcomes, No 2014 Data

Employed Hours Weeks Hours
3+ Employed Employed Employed Worked Worked Worked

Quarters Full Year Full Time FTFY per Week per Year per Year

Flexible Functional Form, p=7

β0 0.0052 -0.0025 0.0175 0.0088 0.269 -0.0281 12.96
(0.0103) (0.0133) (0.0216) (0.0195) (0.285) (0.393) (19.88)

Observations 1,413,530 1,413,530 1,413,530 1,413,530 1,112,764 1,179,154 1,112,764
R-squared 0.123 0.115 0.159 0.152 0.116 0.060 0.131

Local Linear Regression, Bandwidth = 30% FPL

β0 0.0003 -0.0037 0.0105 0.0085 0.325 0.120 18.09
(0.0115) (0.0130) (0.0214) (0.0172) (0.250) (0.439) (16.96)

Observations 120,954 120,954 120,954 120,954 86,750 95,958 86,750
R-squared 0.086 0.075 0.106 0.097 0.077 0.028 0.070

Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015.
Note: In the top panel, estimation is based on fitting seventh-order polynomials in previous-year income above and below
the premium tax credit eligibility threshold before and after it was introduced. In the bottom panel, estimation is based
on fitting linear regressions within 30 percent FPL of above and below the premium tax credit eligibility threshold before
and after it was introduced. All regressions include controls for age, race, sex, education, and family structure, as well as
state and year fixed effects. They also exclude data from the 2014 ACS, since the the outcomes in question incorporate
at least some pre-ACA period for the vast majority of respondents. Standard errors are clustered at the state level.
Regressions are estimated using ACS sample weights that have been adjusted for differences in match probabilities across
groups. Full time is defined as at least 35 hours per week. Full year is defined as at least 50 weeks per year. Weeks
per year is reported in bins in ACS. For this analysis, we use the midpoint of each bin. Analysis of hours and weeks
outcomes excludes individuals who report not working. Hours per year is the product of hours per week and weeks per
year. Analysis includes matched ACS-tax observations from 2012-2015 for people between the ages of 26 and 64 who
are not self-employed and live in non-expansion states. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 10 percent (*), 5
percent (**), and 1 percent (***) levels.
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Table C5: Difference-in-Discontinuities Estimates of Effects on Weeks and Hours Measures, with Imputed
Zeroes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Flexible Functional Form Local Linear Regression
Hours Weeks Hours Hours Weeks Hours

Worked Worked Worked Worked Worked Worked
per Week per Year per Year per Week per Year per Year

β0 -0.157 -0.336 -6.650 -0.169 -0.469** -10.45
(0.423) (0.202) (15.67) (0.526) (0.218) (20.13)

Observations 1,885,107 1,885,107 1,885,107 161,393 161,393 161,393
R-squared 0.166 0.134 0.174 0.108 0.110 0.107

Outcome Mean 28.67 37.86 1,370 28.67 37.86 1,370
Near Threshold

Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015.
Note: In columns 1-3, estimation is based on fitting seventh-order polynomials in previous-year income above
and below the premium tax credit eligibility threshold before and after it was introduced. In columns 4-6,
estimation is based on fitting linear regressions within 30 percent FPL of above and below the premium tax
credit eligibility threshold before and after it was introduced. All regressions include controls for age, race,
sex, education, and family structure, as well as state and year fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered
at the state level. Regressions are estimated using ACS sample weights. Full time is defined as at least 35
hours per week. Full year is defined as at least 50 weeks per year. Weeks per year is reported in bins in ACS.
For this analysis, we use the midpoint of each bin. Zeroes are assigned to missing values of hours per week
and weeks per year. Hours per year is the product of hours per week and weeks per year. Analysis includes
matched ACS-tax observations from 2012-2015 for people between the ages of 26 and 64 who are not self-
employed and live in non-expansion states. Outcome means near the premium tax credit eligibility threshold
are calculated using 2014 and 2015 ACS respondents with previous-year income in the 90-99 percent FPL
income bins. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at the 10 percent (*), 5 percent (**), and 1 percent
(***) levels.
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Appendix D Workers without Other Insurance, Including Ages 19-25

Figure D1: Health Insurance Coverage among Wage and Salary Workers, by Income, Year, and Medicaid Expansion Status

Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015. Estimates in the range shown are based on 578,974 observations.
Note: Sample includes individuals aged 19 to 64 without self-employment income who do not report being covered by a type of insurance that would disqualify them from
receiving the premium tax credit. Income is obtained from the tax return on which each individual appeared for the year prior to responding to the ACS. Each point represent
the mean outcome within a 5 percent FPL bin, plotted at the minimum value contained in the bin.
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Figure D2: Labor Market Outcomes among Wage and Salary Workers, by Income, Year, and Medicaid Expansion Status
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Source: Authors’ calculations, linked ACS-IRS Form 1040 data, 2011-2015. Estimates in the range shown are based on 578,974 observations.
Note: Sample includes individuals aged 19 to 64 without self-employment income who do not report being covered by a type of insurance that would disqualify them from
receiving the premium tax credit. Income is obtained from the tax return on which each individual appeared for the year prior to responding to the ACS. Full time is defined
as at least 35 hours per week. Full year is defined as at least 50 weeks per year. Weeks per year is reported in bins in ACS. For this analysis, we use the midpoint of each bin.
Analysis of hours and weeks outcomes excludes individuals who report not working. Hours per year is the product of hours per week and weeks per year. Each point represent
the mean outcome within a 5 percent FPL bin, plotted at the minimum value contained in the bin.
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